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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the early 1980s there has been an increased focus on the decay of the
stratospheric ozone. The scientific community and the mass media showed
great interest for the ”ozone-hole” found over Antarctica in the spring. A
similar ”hole” was also found over the Arctic, but to a much lesser extent
because of the more efficient exchange of stratospheric air between lower and
higher latitudes in the northern hemisphere. In the following years the ozone
depletion increased mainly because of human-made gases, like CFC’s.

As a consequence of the decrease of stratospheric ozone (WMO, 2003, 2006)
the ultraviolet (UV) radiation at the ground has increased (Komhyr et al.,
1994).

For plants and animals, a change in UV can cause change in primary produc-
tion and altered species composition (Caldwell and Flint, 1994). For humans,
UV can cause damage to the eyes and immune system, and it can cause skin
cancer (Longstreth et al., 1998). When it comes to UV radiation and skin
cancer there are two contradictory points of view. First, UV is a known risk
factor for development of skin cancer (Armstrong and Kricker, 1993; Autier
and Dore, 1998). On the other hand, there is observed a higher survival rate
of the skin cancer type cutaneous malignant melanoma (CMM) in sunny ar-
eas relative to areas with less sun (Hughes et al., 2004; Berwick et al., 2005).
Besides, UVB is the most important source of vitamin-D, which potentially
can have restraining effect on skin cancer (Egan et al., 2005).

CMM is the second most common cancer form for both sexes in the age
group 30-55 years in Norway. Norway is in third place in the world regarding
incidences per inhabitant, following Australia and New Zealand (Robsahm
and Tretli, 2004). There has been a dramatic increase in incidences since the
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Figure 1.1: Age-adjusted incidence rates of cutaneous malignant melanoma
(CMM) for the Norwegian population 1957-2005.

registration of cancer in Norway started in the 1950s (Figure 1.1).

Some sites have measurements of UV so far back in time that long term
trends can be studied (WMO, 2003; Herman et al., 1996). However, most
places do not have that long time series, and then models have to be used
for reconstruction of UV data.

At the Meteorological Institute in Munich (Germany) the radiation trans-
fer model STAR (Schwander et al., 2001; Ruggaber et al., 1994) has been
developed. The model calculates the amount of UV radiation for a given
location at a given time (Reuder and Koepke, 2005). This model will be
used to reconstruct data for 17 of the Norwegian counties for a study of the
climatology of the UV radiation during the past 50 years. The seasonal vari-
ation and the year to year variation will be investigated in addition to time
trends and gradients in both east-west and north-south directions. Finally
the reconstructed UV will be used to study the relationship between UV level
and the number of cancer incidences in the different Norwegian counties. No
such large scale reconstruction to be compared to cancer incidences has ever
been done before. In most cases the focus was either only on reconstruction
of UV or only on cancer. Cancer studies on an entire population have been
done before (Robsahm and Tretli, 2001), but not with such long datasets of
UV.
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The cloud algorithm of the STAR model was developed on the basis of data
from Garmisch-Partenkirchen. Recent publications (Sætre, 2006; Koepke
et al., 2007) indicate a slight but systematic overestimation of STAR com-
pared to measurements for different locations. However, this study will focus
on trends and variations instead of absolute values. Therefore the STAR
model is a suitable tool for this investigation.

The EU project, ”Long term changes and climatology of UV radiation over
Europe”, has a main objective to advance the understanding of UV radia-
tion distribution under various meteorological conditions in Europe in order
to determine UV radiation climatology and assess UV changes over Europe
(COST 726, 2007). The project is divided into four parts; data collection,
UV modeling, biological effectiveness and quality control. This thesis will
give contribution to the first three of the four parts.

In Chapter 2, theory about solar radiation in general, UV radiation, the
CIE-weighting function, parameters affecting UV radiation and skin cancer
will be outlined. In Chapter 3, the STAR model is described together with
the methods used to convert cloud, snow and ozone observations into data
that can be used as input by the model. Finally Chapter 4 presents the
results where the reconstructed UV values are first compared to measure-
ments. Next, the time trends and north-south and east-west gradients will
be investigated both for reconstructed UV data and for cancer incidences.
The last part will then focus on the implications UV radiation might have
on the development of malignant melanoma.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Solar radiation

The sun emits radiation which can be approximated by a black body of 6000
K. The spectral distribution of the emission can be described by Planck’s
law. Therefore the sun emits more than 99 % of its energy in the wave-
length interval between 0.2 and 4.0 µm (micrometers). The main part is in
the visible and Near Infrared (NIR) region, 0.39-0.77 µm and λ > 0.77 µm,
respectively (Figure 2.1). The remaining part of the solar radiation is then
the ultraviolet radiation (UV), which is to be explained below.

Figure 2.1: Spectral solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere and at sea level
for a cloud free day with the sun in zenith. The dashed line shows the idealized
curve for a black body of 6000 K (from Seinfeld and Pandis (1998)).

6
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Figure 2.1 shows the spectral irradiance from the sun (solar energy arriv-
ing at a surface per unit area and wavelength). The irradiance arriving at
the top of the atmosphere is shown as solid curve. The upper dashed line
gives the corresponding irradiance of an average blackbody of 6000 K at the
average sun-earth distance. The lowest line represents the irradiance reach-
ing sea level. The dark areas represent gaseous absorption bands, where the
different constituents in the atmosphere absorb energy. The main absorbers
are O3 in the visible and UV regions, and H2O in the near infrared region,
however O2 and CO2 have small contributions, too.

The global radiation (E), i.e. the solar radiation incident on a horizontal
surface, can be divided into a direct (Edir) and a diffuse (Edif ) component.

E = Edir + Edif (2.1)

The direct radiation is dependent on the solar zenith angle (θ0) and on the
optical depth of the atmosphere (τ).

Edir(τ, θ0) = µ0 ∗ E∞e−τ/µ0 (2.2)

where µ0 = cos θ0 and E∞ is the irradiance at the top of the atmosphere
(Hartmann, 1994). E and τ are both functions of the wavelength (λ).

The diffuse radiation is defined as the solar radiation scattered by atmo-
spheric constituents before it reaches the ground. The equation can be writ-
ten as:

−µ
dEdif (τ, µ, φ)

dτ
= Edif (τ, µ, φ)

+
ω̃

4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 1

−1

Edif (τ, µ
′, φ′)P (µ, φ, µ′, φ′)dµ′dφ′ (2.3)

+
ω̃

4π
E∞P (µ, φ,−µ0, φ0)e

−τ/µ0

where φ is the azimuth angle, µ represents the elevation, ω̃ the single-
scattering albedo, and P the scattering phase function. The single scattering
albedo is the probability for one scattering event to occur. The phase func-
tion describes the angular distribution of the scattered radiation. The primed
parameters define the direction of the incoming radiation before scattering.
µ and -µ denotes the upward and downward directions of radiation, respec-
tively. The parameters with subscript zero refer to the position of the sun.
The single-scattering albedo and the phase function depend on wavelength,
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and size and shape of the scattering particles.

The left hand side of Equation 2.3 describes the change of diffuse radia-
tion while passing through an atmospheric layer of optical depth dτ . The
three terms on the right hand side describe the incoming diffuse radiation in
direction θ, µ, the multiple and the single scattered radiation, respectively
(Liou, 1992).

2.2 Solar ultraviolet radiation

The UV wavelength range is divided into three parts, UVA, UVB and UVC.

UVA: wavelengths between 315-400 nm.

UVB: wavelengths between 280-315 nm.

UVC: wavelengths between 200-280 nm.

In literature, the boundary between UVA and UVB can be found as 315 nm
(nanometers) or as 320 nm. In accordance to most publications related to
biological UV effects, the value of 315 nm has been used in the following
(Diffey, 2004).

Only about 8 % of the extraterrestrial solar radiation is within the UV spec-
tral region (Iqbal, 1983), even a smaller portion reaches the surface. However,
due to the inverse proportionality between wavelength and photon energy,
the energy of a single photon is high enough to break up chemical bonds of
various molecules. This also induces potential for biological hazards. Since
UVC usually does not reach the surface, UVB is the part of the UV radiation
which is regarded as most harmful for life on the surface.

2.3 CIE-weighting function

The effect of UV radiation on biological systems is usually described by
weighting functions. These weighting functions define how strong the differ-
ent wavelengths contribute to the overall biological effect of interest. For the
UV effect on human skin (Eery), a standard weighting function has been de-
fined by CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage) (Long, 2003). The
weighting function for human skin is presented in Equation 2.4, taken from
McKinlay and Diffey (1987) and also illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Action spectrum for UV induced erythema (sunburn) in human skin
(Equation 2.4).

Eery(λ) = E(λ) ∗











1 for 250 nm < λ 6 298 nm,

100.094(298−λ) for 298 nm < λ 6 328 nm,

100.015(139−λ) for 328 nm < λ 6 400 nm,

(2.4)

The action spectra has its highest efficiency of 1 below 298 nm, and then de-
creases rapidly until 328 nm. For longer wavelengths in the UVA the relative
efficiency is negligible. This means that UVB induces most of the sunburn
(erythema) on the skin.

The biological effect depends not only on the weighting function, but also on
the available radiation, as shown in Figure 2.3. The figure presents both the
spectral unweighted irradiance modeled with STARsci (see Chapter 3.1) and
the corresponding CIE-weighted irradiance for a cloud free day in Bergen
(60.38oN, 5.33oE). The calculation is made for summertime conditions with
solar elevation of 51o, total ozone content of 340 DU (Dobson Units), surface
pressure of 1013 hPa, and aerosol optical depth of 0.1 in a maritime clean
atmosphere.

It can be seen that the wavelength range around 310 nm is most impor-
tant, although the spectral irradiance in this region is quite low. The UVA
region (λ > 315nm) also contributes to the biological effect. Here, the low
values of the weighting function are compensated for by high irradiance levels.

On the basis of the CIE-weighting function, the UV-index has been defined by
WMO (World Meteorological Organization) and WHO (World Health Orga-
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Figure 2.3: Modeled spectral global irradiance (using STARsci; see Chapter 3.1)
for Bergen (60.38oN, 5.33oE) for a cloud free day with solar elevation of 51o (solid
curve) and the corresponding erythemally weighted irradiance using the CIE-action
spectrum (dotted curve).

nization) (Long, 2003). It is the erythemally weighted irradiance, multiplied
by 40 m2/W to give a dimensionless number.

UV I =

∫

Eery(λ)dλ ∗ 40 (2.5)

In this thesis the UV-index will not be used. All irradiances are presented in
W/m2. Time integrated values, i.e. exposures are given as J/m2.
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2.4 Parameters affecting UV radiation

2.4.1 Solar elevation

The solar elevation determines the path length of photons through the at-
mosphere. For low solar elevation the radiation has a longer path length
to travel to reach the ground. This results in a higher probability for the
radiation to become scattered or absorbed. High solar elevation gives a short
path length through the atmosphere and low extinction probability, which
gives higher radiation at the ground.

The solar elevation is the main reason for both the daily and seasonal vari-
ations in UV at the ground. The clear sky values are largest at solar noon
at summer solstice in the northern hemisphere for latitudes northwards of
23.45oN , this because of the declination of the earth.

2.4.2 Ozone

More than 90 % of the total ozone column is found in the stratosphere, be-
tween 10-50 km altitude. However, the maximum concentration is between
20-35 km. The total amount of ozone at standard atmospheric pressure and
temperature will amount to a layer of only 3-4 mm, corresponding to 300-400
Dobson Units (DU).

Ozone has several absorption bands both in the UV, visible and in the in-
frared regions. The strength of the absorption in these bands are dependent
on the amount of total ozone. For UV radiation the shortest wavelengths are
absorbed in repeated absorption processes. When a UV photon collides with
oxygen atoms, the energy of the photon is absorbed. For wavelengths up
to approximately 290 nm the ozone layer is almost opaque, for longer wave-
lengths the attenuation diminishes rapidly, and for wavelengths longer than
350 nm the ozone becomes transparent (Iqbal, 1983). If the ozone content
decrease, less collisions will occur and a smaller part of the UV radiation is
absorbed. Then a larger amount of the UV radiation reaches the ground.

The highest concentration of ozone is found in the mid-to-high latitudes
of the northern and southern hemispheres in spring. Lowest concentration
is found in autumn, as shown in Figure 2.4. March is the month with the
largest climatological values (Iqbal, 1983). This is because of the strato-
spheric wind patterns known as the Brewer-Dobson circulation, shown in
Figure 2.5. The main part of the ozone is produced in the tropics, and then
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Figure 2.4: Yearly ozone variation from climatological data, taken from Iqbal
(1983) for 70oN.

transported to higher latitudes by the stratospheric circulation. The ozone
is then transported downward into the lower stratosphere where it accumu-
lates. The ozone layer is found at a higher altitude in the tropics than in
the polar regions because of this mechanism. There is a time delay of sev-
eral months from when the ozone is produced to it reaches the high latitudes.

Figure 2.5: Dobson-Brewer circulation in the stratosphere (NASA, 2005).

The radiation amplification factor (RAF) describes how much the radiation
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changes when the total ozone amount is changed by 1 %. The RAF for ery-
themally weighted UV is 0.7-1.2 (Madronich and De Gruijl, 1994), depending
on solar elevation. Thus when the ozone amount decreases by 1 % the ery-
themally weighted UV is increased by 0.7-1.2 % for a cloud free atmosphere.
The integral UVA radiation has a RAF of 0.02 (United Nations Enviromental
Programme, 1998), and is therefore nearly unaffected by ozone. The integral
UVB radiation has a RAF of 1.5-2.3 % (Lim and Cooper, 1999).

2.4.3 Turbidity

The turbidity of the air affects UV radiation with respect to scattering and
absorption. The turbidity due to aerosols is highly variable in time and
space, from clean air to heavily polluted. Anthropogenic pollution, desert
dust, biomass burning and volcanic eruptions contribute to this. Most of
the aerosols are located in the troposphere, but for the volcanic eruptions
there is also a major contribution to the stratospheric aerosol content. The
stratospheric aerosols might enhance UV radiation at the ground significantly
because they can lead to a decrease in ozone. Aerosol particles contribute to
the absorption and scattering of UV, where the attenuation of UV radiation
due to aerosols is largest for small particles (Iqbal, 1983). Low visibility,
which means high turbidity (large number of particles), will also contribute
to an attenuated radiation because of an increased optical depth.

Aerosol types:
Polluted air contain large amounts of soot and mineral particles which are
strong absorbers. This results in a warming of the layer. Other types of air
have more particles that scatter the radiation. The polluted air has a large
amount of aerosols with diameter below 1 µm.

Continental air has the main aerosol sizes in the range 0.01-1.0 µm, con-
sisting of aerosols from windblown dust and emissions from industries. The
amount of aerosols, however, is less than for polluted air.

Maritime air has the least amount of aerosols, and the aerosols mainly consist
of salt particles. These particles are fairly big, and does not contribute to as
much attenuation of UV as the smaller particles (Wallace and Hobbs, 1977).

Figure 2.6 illustrates the aerosol effect on erythemal UV as a function of
the aerosol optical depth. As the aerosol optical depth increases the differ-
ences between the aerosol types get more pronounced. For aerosol optical
depth of 0.3, a change in aerosol type from maritime clean to urban, reduces
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Figure 2.6: Erythemal UV vs aerosol optical depth for different aerosol types (in
the STAR-model) for solar zenith angle of 60o and total ozone amount 350 DU
(adapted from Sætre (2006))

erythemal radiation by 20 %.

2.4.4 Surface albedo

Increasing ground albedo, means increased reflection, which results in an en-
hancement of the diffuse part of UV irradiance due to multiple scattering.
The reflective properties of the ground strongly depend on the structure and
material of the surface. The wavelength dependence of the local spectral
albedo in the UV region is low, though the albedo shows a slight increase
towards longer wavelengths. Natural surfaces, except snow, have quite low
spectral albedo, less than 0.05. The albedo for snow can vary considerably,
from 0.4 to close to 1, where the age, moisture content, snow depth and sur-
face structure are the decisive factors.

In a cloudless case, an increase of surface albedo from 3 % (snow free ground)
to 80 % (snow covered ground) would result in an wavelength dependent UV
irradiance enhancement of 30-40 %. The maximum albedo effect is around
320 nm. Towards longer wavelengths in the UVA region, the albedo effects
decreases due to decreased Rayleigh backscattering. In the UVB region, the
albedo effect decreases due to ozone absorption of backscattered photones
(Koepke et al., 2002).
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2.4.5 Clouds

In the presence of clouds, UV radiation is influenced in a more complex way.
This depends on whether there is a homogeneous cloud layer or scattered
clouds.

For overcast conditions, the irradiance below the cloud depends largely on
the optical depth of the cloud and not so much on the height of the cloud
base. Low clouds usually have a higher optical thickness than medium-high
or high clouds. Low cumulonimbus (Cb) clouds can have optical thickness
of 100 times that of a high cirrus cloud. A cloud modification factor (CMF)
defines the influence the clouds have on the UV irradiance compared to the
clear sky UV irradiance. CMF is shown in Figure 2.7 for high, medium-high
and low clouds at a wavelength of 380 nm and solar zenith angle varying
between 80-30o. For cirrus clouds, the cloud effect on the UV radiation is
marginal (CMF ≈ 0.9). However, for the Cb clouds, the cloud effect is sig-
nificant, CMF lower than 0.2, i.e. more than 80 % reduction of the UV
radiation. Normal medium-high and low clouds have CMF closer to 0.55,
i.e. 45 % reduction (Koepke et al., 2002). As shown in Figure 2.7, the UV
radiation decreases with increasing cloud amount for all cloud levels. For
high clouds, there is also an overall increase in radiation with decreasing
solar elevation. For medium-high and low clouds, the solar elevation depen-
dency is more complex as it depends on the cloud amount. Besides, in the
UV region, there is also an increasing cloud effect with decreasing wavelength.

For scattered clouds the UV-irradiance depends on the position of the cloud
in the sky relative to the sun and the observer. Scattered clouds gives a clear
solar elevation dependency for high cloud amount for medium-high clouds,
where the attenuation is strongest for high solar elevation. If the solar disk
is visible during scattered cloudiness the UV radiation can sometimes exceed
the cloud free amount, because the diffuse radiation can be enhanced by
reflection from the edge of nearby clouds.
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Figure 2.7: Cloud modification factors for high (a), medium-high (b), and low (c)
clouds for varying cloud amount at 380 nm for solar zenith angles (sza) 80-30o.
Largest squares denote sza of 80o and smallest squares denote sza of 30o(adapted
from Schwander (1999))
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2.5 Skin cancer

Skin cancer is divided into three groups; basal cell carcinoma (BCC), squa-
mous cell carcinoma (SCC) and cutaneous malignant melanoma (CMM).
Although there are differences between these cancer forms, UV radiation is
assumed to be a common main risk factor (Armstrong and Kricker, 1993;
Autier and Dore, 1998; Smedby et al., 2005).

The cancer type focused on here is CMM, also known as mole or nevi can-
cer, shown in Figure 2.8. This is not the most common type of skin cancer,
however, it is the most lethal one.

Figure 2.8: Malignant melanoma (Kreftforeningen, 2007)

CMM develops from the pigment producing cells called melanocytes, which
are located in the dermis layer of the skin. The cancer cells then grow and
invade healthy tissue and disrupt their functions. The cancer cells are de-
tectable on the skin surface, but the melanoma can grow deeper and thus,
spread to other locations or organs by the blood.

Although CMM occurs predominantly in white population, the geographical
differences are large. The variation in incidence rates and studies of migrant
groups has revealed valuable information about its aetiology (Khlat et al.,
1992; Iscovich and Howe, 1998; Parkin and Klath, 1996). The high incidence
in Australia illustrates the vital importance of UV exposure. In Europe, the
incidence rates in the Nordic countries are higher than the rates at lower lat-
itudes in the southern Europe. This could be due to intermittent exposure
as well as susceptibility in the populations (Autier et al., 1994; Moan et al.,
1999). Additionally, the thickness of the ozone layer may play a significant
role (Moan and Dalback, 1992). Local traditions of time spent outdoors, pat-
terns of vacations, sunbathing and clothing fashions are revealed to influence
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the melanoma risk (Chen et al., 1996). Excessive sun exposure, especially
severe blistering sunburns early in life, seem to promote melanoma develop-
ment. The risk of CMM is increasing by increasing age. Freckles, nevi and
number of sunburns are factors that are associated with CMM (Longstreth
et al., 1998).

Melanoma can occur any place on the body surface, even in places not di-
rectly exposed to the sun, like the eyes, mouth, genitals, or internal organs.
However, the most common locations are head and upper body in men and
legs and arms in women (Kreftregisteret, 2007). Melanoma is usually brown
or black in color. It can arise from a pre-existing mole, or appear on previ-
ously normal skin. Melanomas grow slowly and therefore, growth, changes,
or irregular lesions should arouse suspicion.

For information to the public an ABCD rule has been developed and pub-
lished about how to discover and identify melanomas (Kreftforeningen, 2007).� Asymmetry - One half is different from the other. Melanomas are

usually asymmetric.� Border Irregularity - The edge, or border, of melanomas are usually
ragged or blurred.� Color - Single mole will be only one color, but there are often a variety
of colors within the same melanoma.� Diameter - While moles remain small, melanomas continue to grow to
more than 1/2 cm in diameter.

All of these features can be found in Figure 2.8.
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Chapter 3

Methods and Data

The first part of this chapter describes the reconstruction of UV radiation by
use of the radiation transfer model STAR and the compilation of the required
input data. In the next part, UV measurements and model calculations
used for comparison with STAR results in Chapter 4, will be presented.
Finally the cancer data provided by the Cancer Registry of Norway will be
described. These data will be used for the correlation with the reconstructed
UV radiation in Chapter 4.3.

3.1 STAR model

STAR (System for Transfer of Atmospheric Radiation) is a radiation trans-
fer model developed at the Meteorological Institute, University of Munich,
Germany. It is based on a one-dimensional radiation transfer algorithm from
Nakajima and Tanaka (1988) that solves the equations for radiation trans-
port by using the method for discrete ordinate and addition. The model was
developed for use in research on photo biological and photochemical effects
of UV radiation.

STAR is available in two versions, STARsci (Ruggaber et al., 1994) and
STARneuro (Schwander et al., 2002). STARsci calculates UV irradiance for
cloud free atmosphere or in the presence of a homogeneous cloud layer. The
model is developed for reconstructing the part of the UV radiation that can
penetrate down to the ground (UVA and UVB) but it also extends into the
visible region.

The model calculates spectral irradiance which can be integrated using ar-
bitrary biological weighting functions. The weighting functions of erythema

20
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of human skin, for DNA damage and plant damage are already included.
User-defined weighting functions can be added.

To reduce the computational time, STARneuro uses neural network tech-
niques, one for reduction of wavelengths and one for cloud effects. For the
wavelength reduction network the model is run for 7 different wavelengths
in the UV and visible wavelengths (290-610 nm) and then the neural net-
work algorithm replenishes the rest of the wavelengths (280-700 nm) to give
a high spectral resolution to a full spectrum without significant loss of accu-
racy (Schwander et al., 2001).

STARneuro can calculate irradiances for any cloud amount and/or cloud type
in the atmosphere. The cloud effect is described by a CMF that represent the
ratio between the radiation in the presence of clouds and the radiation under
a clear sky with otherwise identical atmospheric conditions. The wavelength
dependent CMF is determined on the basis of a second neural network algo-
rithm. The model then provide a spectrally resolved and weighted irradiance
under the condition of the cloud description. The underlying neural network
has been trained by spectral UV radiation measurements and parallel cloud
observations at Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany (Schwander, 1999).

STARneuro offers different combinations of cloud related input parameters:

i) Only total cloud amount.
ii) Cloud amount and type of low, medium-high and high clouds.
iii) As ii) but with additional flag if the solar disk is visible.
iv) Total cloud amount and global radiation measurements.
v) Total cloud amount and luxmeter measurement.

The input type ii) has been used for most of the UV reconstruction in this
work. The input type i) has also been applied for reconstruction of a period
(1981-1997) for Oslo, as only total cloud cover was available (discussed in
Chapter 4.1.1). These methods, with only cloud information as input, are
more applicable than other reconstruction models since there are more sta-
tions observing clouds than for instance stations measuring global radiation.
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3.2 Input data to STAR

In the following sub-chapter details about the required input parameters, like
solar elevation, ozone, turbidity, ground albedo, and cloud information, will
be described.

3.2.1 Solar elevation

The solar elevation is defined by the coordinates of each station and date
and time of the day. However, as the topography around the stations is
not included, there is no exact information on whether the sun is below the
horizon or not.

3.2.2 Ozone

Both the spatial and temporal distribution of total ozone measurement sta-
tions are limited. For Norway there have only been 6 measurement sites in
the period 1957-2005, and 4 of them are situated on Svalbard. For a long and
narrow country such as Norway, these stations are not representative for the
whole country. Since ozone is an important parameter when reconstructing
UV, a way of overcoming this problem was to use data from other available
stations and then interpolate between the different stations.

20 stations from the database WOUDC (World Ozone and Ultraviolet Ra-
diation Data Center) were inside the area limited by Denmark (55oN) in
the south, Svalbard (80oN) in the north, England (10oW) in the west and
Russia (40oE) in the east. The available stations can be found in Table A.1
and Figure A.1. Further, the Cressmann interpolation (IRI, 2006) is used to
interpolate between all the stations to get the most representable values for
each county.

The Cressmann interpolation is a sophisticated interpolation method where
the ozone value is weighted as a function of the distance between the ozone
stations and the target point. If there are several sites with observed total
ozone amount, the station nearest the target point carry most weight and
the weighting of the other stations decrease as the distance increase.

The weight of each station is controlled by two variables, the maximum dis-
tance, R, (where the weight equals 0) and the distance between the station
and the target point, r. The weight W is given by:

W = exp((−r2)/(0.1 ∗ R2)) (3.1)
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It was then made sure that the sum of the weights equal 1 to get a correct
weighting of the data. An example of an interpolation is shown in Figure
3.1. When the R in the denominator in Equation 3.1 is multiplied with 0.1,
it means that the most weight is put on the nearest site.

Figure 3.1: Interpolation for Bergen for 2/3-1958 using the Cressmann inter-
polation. Weighting function (W) vs distance to ozone measuring station (left).
Placement and O3-amount (right).

Tromsø file

The most complete of all available ozone data series in the study, were for
Tromsø. This is the second longest total ozone series of the world, dating back
to 1935. The dataset was received from Georg Hansen at NILU and docu-
mented by Svenøe (2000). Up until end of 1972 a Dobson Spectrophotometer
was used for recording. The Dobson series have missing data for the period
1973-1984, but the latter part of this period can be replaced with TOMS
(Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer) satellite data starting from 1979. The
Dobson measurements started up again in 1985 and lasted until end of 2001.
From June 1994 a Brewer instrument was also running parallel to the Dob-
son spectrophotometer. In March 2000 the Brewer instrument was moved to
the ALOMAR observatory at Andøya Rocket Range, 150 km southwest of
Tromsø.

To get a complete ozone dataset for Tromsø for the period 1957-2005 both
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Dobson, Brewer and TOMS data were used. The ground measurements had
the highest priority and the satellite measurements were used to fill in gaps
from 1979.

The TOMS data are taken from the NIMBUS-7 satellite. TOMS does not
measure the ozone amount directly in the atmosphere, but uses a radia-
tion model to calculate a theoretical reflected irradiance from the ground as
a function of ozone amount, latitude, visibility-field and ground albedo. By
comparing the theoretical and measured radiance, the algorithm can estimate
the ozone amount needed to give the same radiance as the one measured by
the instrument (McPeters et al., 1996). From Carlson (2005) there has been
implied that TOMS has a mean bias of +2.2 % compared to the Brewer
measurements, and a mean bias of +0.45 % compared to the Dobson mea-
surements.

The Dobson data were of highest priority since Dobson instruments were
the first instruments used, and besides, to keep the dataset as homoge-
neous as possible. Both Dobson and Brewer are ground based measurements
while TOMS is satellite based. TOMS data had then the lowest priority of
these measurements and are only used in the period 1979-1984. For periods
with no measurements, a monthly average for the actual “decade” was used
(“decades” were divided into 1957-1965, 1966-1975, 1976-1985, 1986-1995
and 1996-2005).

From 2002 ground based Brewer data from Andøya were used. For miss-
ing days in December and January, 300 DU (Dobson Units) were used since
the sun is below the horizon (no observations missing in November). For the
rest of the year the monthly “decadal” average mentioned above were used.

Tromsø data

When studying the yearly mean of ozone for the whole period, 1957-2005,
a clear decreasing trend can be seen (Figure 3.2a). By analyzing 5-year
running averages, the trends are shown more clearly (Figure 3.2b). Before
1980 there was an increase in the total ozone amount. Then, in the years
to come the depletion was significant until the mid 1990’s. 1993 was the
year of minimum ozone content over Tromsø. For the years afterwards, the
ozone amount increased again. For the whole globe (Figure 3.3, taken from
the Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion of 2002, WMO (2003)), the
same trends can be found. The minimum of total ozone is found in the years
1993-1994. The largest negative trend is found in the years 1980-1993. The
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Figure 3.2: a) Yearly mean ozone values with trends (. .) for the periods 1957-
2005. b) 5 year running mean for the same data

positive trend afterwards is maybe the first sign of ”recovery” of the ozone-
layer. The positive trend can be seen until the end of the period (1993-2005).
Since, the previously mentioned modifications have been made to the Tromsø

Figure 3.3: Deseasonalized, area-weighted seasonal (3-month average) total ozone
deviations (Figure 4-2 from WMO (2003))

dataset, a comparison with the changes found in the assessments of ozone
depletion in WMO (2003, 2006) has been made. The assessments can not be
directly compared to the Tromsø dataset, because a deviation from the pre-
1980 average and not the absolute values are given in Figure 3.2. The two
figures, however, show a close resemblance. Thus, the modifications done to
the Tromsø dataset agree reasonably to the average for the rest of the world.
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Figure 3.4: Variations in the daily ozone measurements for Tromsø in the period
1957-2005. Mean value for each day (bold black line), ± 1 standard deviation
(dotted lines) and maximum and minimum values (thin grey lines).

Figure 3.4 shows how the total ozone amount varies throughout the year
in Tromsø for the period 1957-2005. As described in Chapter 2.4.2, the max-
imum total ozone content is found in spring and the minimum in autumn.
In addition to having the maximum ozone content, the largest year-to-year
variations are also found in spring. This can be seen from the curves of max-
imum, minimum and the standard deviation in Figure 3.4.

From January 31. to February 1. there is a discontinuity in Figure 3.4.
The reason for this is that large amounts of missing data in January, by
technical reasons, are replaced with 300 DU, which result in a lower mean
value. For most of the month the sun is below the horizon in Tromsø, so
this discontinuity will only increase the radiation negligibly compared to the
February values. For southern stations, the lower ozone amount will give a
somewhat larger increase in the UV, but for interpolated ozone values, the
Tromsø data will be the least weighted value because of the large distance
to the southern stations.

The three extreme minimum values are found in December of 1959 (136
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DU for 5/12) and 1960 (159 DU for 8/12 and 146 DU for 11/12). There are
no explanations for this in literature.

The monthly variation in ozone per decade for the 17 selected stations cov-
ering most of Norway can be seen in Table 3.1. For the entire period, 1957-
2005, there are only slight variations between the different stations. This
is as expected since the ozone amount for the other stations are interpola-
tions between stations that show similar trends. The largest reduction can
be found in February and March, with predominantly a decrease of about
2.5 % per decade. On the other hand, when looking at the trends for Oslo,
which only has data for the period 1957-1980 (Figure 3.5), it is clear that
the ozone depletion occurs after 1980 (as can also be seen in Figure 3.2a)).
If the same figure had been shown for Tromsø for the same period, the linear
trend would be similar to that of Oslo. For Oslo, Table 3.1 shows a decrease
in February, and almost no change for January and March, which can be
found when looking at the whole period (1957-2005). For the rest of the year
there is an increase. The shorter periods for Oslo, Færder Fyr and Rena
are because of limitation when it comes to cloud information (explained in
Chapter 3.2.5).
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Figure 3.5: Monthly averages of total ozone for March for Tromsø (upper) and
Oslo (lower). In addition linear regression lines are given.
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Table 3.1: Trends in totalozone in % per decade for the period 1957-2005 for the 17 stations, listed from north to south.

Station Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

(16) Tromsø -1.3 -2.5 -2.5 -1.7 -1.0 -0.4 -0.6 -0.1 -0.2 0.3 -0.3 -0.1

(17) Sihccajavri -1.3 -2.5 -2.5 -1.7 -1.0 -0.4 -0.6 -0.1 -0.2 0.3 -0.3 -0.1

(15) Bodø -1.4 -2.5 -2.5 -1.7 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.2 -0.3 0.2 -0.3 -0.2

(13) Ørland -1.4 -2.5 -2.5 -1.7 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.2 -0.3 0.2 -0.3 -0.2

(14) Værnes -1.4 -2.5 -2.5 -1.7 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.2 -0.3 0.2 -0.3 -0.2

(12) Tafjord -1.6 -2.7 -2.5 -1.6 -0.9 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 0.1 -0.5 -0.5

(11) Rena - Haugedal* -1.6 -2.2 -2.5 -1.8 -0.9 -0.4 -0.7 -0.2 -0.2 0.2 -0.4 -0.4

(10) Takle -1.6 -2.7 -2.5 -1.6 -1.0 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 0.1 -0.5 -0.5

( 9) Bergen - Florida -1.5 -2.5 -2.5 -1.6 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -0.3 0.2 -0.3 -0.3

( 8) Gardermoen -1.5 -2.5 -2.5 -1.6 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -0.3 0.2 -0.3 -0.3

( 7) Oslo* -0.0 -2.2 -0.2 2.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.6 2.5 3.2 3.8 4.0

( 6) Lyngdal - Nummedalen -1.5 -2.5 -2.5 -1.6 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -0.3 0.2 -0.3 -0.3

( 5) Rygge -1.5 -2.5 -2.5 -1.6 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -0.3 0.2 -0.3 -0.3

( 4) Tveitsund -1.5 -2.5 -2.5 -1.6 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -0.3 0.1 -0.3 -0.3

( 3) Færder Fyr* -1.6 -2.6 -2.4 -1.6 -1.1 -0.5 -0.6 -0.2 -0.3 0.4 -0.4 -0.4

( 2) Sola -1.5 -2.5 -2.5 -1.6 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -0.4 0.1 -0.3 -0.3

( 1) Kjevik -1.5 -2.5 -2.5 -1.6 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -0.3 0.1 -0.3 -0.3

*Shorter periods: Rena; 1958-2005, Oslo;1957-1980, Færder Fyr;1957-2003
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3.2.3 Turbidity

Aerosol type:
Norway has a long coast line, and thus 14 of the 19 counties have a climate
strongly influenced by the sea. To keep the model setup as simple and similar
for all stations as possible, the maritime clean (mc) aerosol type was used
for all stations. Besides, Norway does not have the typical large cities, so
the large pollution will not occur. In addition, how the UV-level varies in
time is of more interest than the absolute radiation values. The choice of one
similar aerosol type is justified.

Aerosol optical depth:
The southern stations (numbers 1-14 from Table 3.1), were given fixed time
dependent quantities, but with seasonal variation shown in Table 3.2. The
aerosol optical depths at 550 nm were decided from the article of Olseth and
Skartveit (1989). For all stations, winter is defined as December-February,

Table 3.2: Aerosol optical depth for different seasons.

Winter Spring Summer Autumn

Southern Stations 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.15
Northern Stations 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.05

Spring as March-May, Summer as June-August, and Autumn as September-
November.

The humidity will also affect the aerosols by swelling for increasing humidity.
Here a standard humidity profile for mid-latitudes with seasonal differences
has been used.

Pressure:
The model does not have a parameter for the altitude of the stations. How-
ever, the pressure at station level (P) has been used. P then represent the
amount of atmosphere that is overhead the station, and as a consequence,
it affects the Rayleigh scattering and absorption. For lower pressure (higher
altitude) there is less attenuation of the UV radiation because of less scat-
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tering and absorption.

Some stations had missing pressure observations for a shorter period, while
others had missing data all together. For single observations missing, the
mean of the observations before and after were inserted. If several consecu-
tive observations were missing, standard sea-level pressure was used because
the day-to-day variations would be larger than the deviation from the stan-
dard pressure. For all stations above 40 m above sea-level, P was corrected
for the station elevation, and the he equation used for the correction is:

P = P0 − (H ∗ h) (3.2)

where (P0) is standard sea-level pressure (1013.25 hPa), H is the elevation of
the station above sea-level and h=1 hPa/8 m, which is the rate of change of
pressure with height (Wallace and Hobbs, 1977).

3.2.4 Surface Albedo

Snow observations are taken once each day (at 06 UTC). This observation
was used as albedo information for the whole day. For snow free conditions
snow-depth and snow-cover were set to 0. The snow cover is observed in 0/4
- 4/4, and the snow depth is given in cm. Snow depth less than 0.5 cm is
considered snow free when observations are taken.

STAR can not interpret the snow observations, these have to be converted
into numbers in the form of albedo (α).

The default spectral ground albedo was set to 0.03 for snow free conditions.
This is a typical value for vegetative covered surface (Koepke et al., 2002).
The albedo of snow covered surface is strongly dependent on snow depth,
snow age, and surface structure. Information on the snow age was not avail-
able. From literature the albedo values range from 0.4 to close to 1.
Depending on snow cover (SA) and snow depth (SD) observations the fol-
lowing albedo values have been selected for the UV reconstruction.

SA = 1 ⇒ α = 0.1
SA = 2 ⇒ α = 0.2
SA = 3 ⇒ α = 0.3

For complete snow cover of the surface (SA=4) an additional snow depth
dependence has been applied:
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SD < 5 cm ⇒ α = 0.5
5 cm < SD < 20 cm ⇒ α = 0.6
SD > 20 cm ⇒ α = 0.8

The choice of the albedo value given above was guided by previously pub-
lished data (Iqbal, 1983; Schwander et al., 1999; Feister and Grewe, 1995).

3.2.5 Clouds

For the cloud input ii) to the STAR model, used in this study, the information
on cloud amount and type in all cloud layers are needed. The information
on cloud amount in the different layers is not available, so a method for this
had to be developed.

Routine cloud observations for low, medium-high, and high clouds are made
by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute. The cloud observations are down-
loaded from the eKlima database (met.no, 2006).

The goal was to find one station for each county, representative for the most
populated areas and with sufficient long and continuous time-series (1957-
2005) of cloud data. For several counties there was only one station possible
to use, and for the counties Oppland and Aust-Agder there were no suitable
stations at all. Figure 3.6 shows the selected stations for the UV reconstruc-
tion.

The cloud information from the data base included:

- Total cloud amount (NN)

- Amount of low/medium-high clouds (NH)

- Type of low clouds (CL)

- Type of medium-high clouds (CM)

- Type of high clouds (CH)

For some stations, however, there were some missing or erroneous data, which
had to be edited manually. As examples, in some occasions NH exceeded
NN, and sometimes one of the cloud types were missing. The data were then
compared to the prior and following observations, and replaced by reasonable
values.
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Figure 3.6: Overview of the synoptic stations. For more information about every
station see Chapter A (Norge.no, 2007)
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The cloud amounts are observed in octas, e.g. 8 octa equals 8/8 of the
sky covered by clouds. For cloud cover 1 and 7 octas the reported value is
not necessary the real value. 1 octa means that there are clouds in the sky
up to 1 octa even if there is only one small cloud. For 7 octas it means that
the sky is not completely covered by clouds, only a small spot of blue has to
show for 7 octas to be reported.

The parameter NH can represent the amount of low or medium-high clouds.
If low clouds are observed, NH defines the cloud amount of low clouds cloud,
otherwise it defines the amount of middle-high clouds.

Every cloud layer (low, medium-high and high) can be split into 9 classi-
fication codes. This results in a total of 27 different cloud categories divided
on the three cloud layers (WMO (1987), see Appendix B).

Table 3.3 shows the conversion of the cloud types from observations into
the corresponding STAR cloud code. In addition, the WMO main cloud
classification is given. The STAR-code exclude one of these cloud types, Cir-
rocumulus (Cc). For the reconstruction, Cc is treated as Cirrostratus (Cs).
This was done because the Cirrostratus has an optical thickness that is more
comparable to the Cirrocumulus than a Cirrus cloud would have. In contrast
to the observations, Nimbostatus (Ns) is treated as low cloud in STAR. The
observations have been adapted correspondingly.

In some cases NN is reported larger than NH although only one cloud layer
is observed. In such incidences another cloud layer was added for the UV
reconstruction (Alto stratus (As) as middle-high, and Cirrus (Ci) as high
cloud type).

As mentioned above there is no direct information on the cloud amount of
the different layers (NCL, NCM, NCH; cloud amount for low, medium-high
and high clouds, respectively). Therefore, a method was developed for the
derivation of the required information.

If only one cloud layer has been observed, the amount of clouds in the cor-
responding layer is set to equal NN.

In case of two cloud layers, the cloud amount of the lower layer is set to
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NH. The cloud amount for the upper layer (Nup) is derived by Equation 3.3.

Nup =

(

Nupmin + Nupmax

2

)

↓=

(

(NN − NH) + NN

2

)

↓ (3.3)

where ↓ means that the amount is rounded downwards. Nupmin is the lowest
possible value for the cloud amount, and Nupmax is the largest possible value.

If three cloud layers have been observed the following equations are used:

NCL = NH (3.4)

For the medium-high layer, the amount is decides by Equation 3.5.

NCM =

(

NCMmin + NCMmax

2

)

↓=

(

(NN − 1 − NH) + NN

2

)

↓ (3.5)

For the highest layer Equation 3.6 is used.

NCH =

(

NCHmin + NCHmax

2

)

↑=

(

1 + NN

2

)

↑ (3.6)

Table 3.3: Classification of all cloud types with corresponding code for ordinary,
WMO and STAR classifications

Low clouds: Cu Cu Cb Sc Sc St St Cu Cb Ns

Classification code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 X
WMO 8 8 9 6 6 7 7 8 9 X
STAR 4 4 5 2 2 1 1 4 5 3

Medium-high: As Ns Ac Ac Ac Ac Ac Ac Ac

Classification code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
WMO 4 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
STAR 2 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

High: Ci Ci Ci Ci Cs Cs Cs Cs Cc

Classification code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
WMO 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2
STAR 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 (2)
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where ↑ means that the amount is rounded upwards.

These equations make sure that the sum of NCL, NCM and NCH either
equals or exceeds NN. So the method also represents overlapping of clouds
in the different layers.

STAR can not handle overcast conditions (NN=8) of Cumulus, Altocumulus
or Cirrus clouds. In these cases the cloud amount was just set to 7 octas.

For no reported clouds (CL=X), it means that the sky could not be ob-
served. This is most often because of either fog or heavy precipitation (often
heavy snowfall) that reduces the visibility. There is no way of deciding one
or the other without more information, so a general method was used. For
southerly stations (south of Nordland county) the observations from March-
October and for northern stations in the period April-September where the
cloud type could not be observed was set low stratus (CL6) with NN=NH=8.
For the rest of the year with this incidence the cloud type was set to Cb
because then it was expected to be an optically thick precipitable cloud,
NN=NH=8.

Early in the reconstruction period, most stations only have observations
every 6 hours during the day and no observations taken during the night.
Later in the period observations are taken more often. As UV reconstruc-
tion is done as often as on an hourly basis, the first cloud observations were
copied forward to the next observation. However, if the following observation
was the next day, the first observation was then copied forward to midnight,
while the following was copied backwards to midnight.
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3.3 Lindfors model

The Lindfors model (Lindfors et al., 2007) is another method for reconstruc-
tion of UV radiation in the past. Measured global radiation, total ozone
column, total water vapor column taken from the ERA-40 data set, sur-
face albedo estimated from the snow depth, typical annual cycle of aerosol
loading and the altitude of the location are used as input parameters. The
Lindfors-model needs measured global irradiance as input. This model is
theoretical and is only based on physical relationships determined through
radiative transfer calculations. These calculations are based on the libRad-
tran radiation transfer package described by Mayer and Kylling (2005).

For each zenith angle, look-up-tables are calculated by the libRadtran model
with varying cloud optical depth. Cloud modification factors for both the
global radiation (CMFG) and for the UV radiation (CMFUV ) were thus pro-
duced for numerous solar zenith angles and cloud optical thicknesses.

The model is run in three steps: (i) Simulate clear-sky irradiance, both
global (Gclear) and UV (UVclear), using libRadtran; (ii) Use the measured
global radiation (G) and the simulated clear-sky irradiance to find a CMFG

according to

CMFG =
G

Gclear

and then find the corresponding CMFUV in the look-up-table. (iii) Use this
information to reconstruct the UV irradiance (UVrec) according to

UVrec = UVclear ∗ CMFUV

Erythemally weighted UV according to the CIE action spectrum is used as
output in this model, but the same approach can be used for reconstructing
UV radiation weighted with other action spectra.

Reconstructed daily CIE-weighted values for Bergen for the period 1982-
2005, made by the Lindfors-model, were provided by Anders Lindfors.
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3.4 GUV

The Norwegian UV monitoring network is operated by The Norwegian Ra-
diation Protection Authority (NRPA) and the Norwegian Pollution Control
Authority (SFT) via the Norwegian Institute for Air Research (NILU). It
consists of 9 measuring sites, and covers the whole country from Ny-Ålesund
in the north to Landvik in the south, and from Bergen in the west to Kise
in the east (shown in Figure 3.7 and Table A.2). The first station, Blindern,
started recording in February 1994. In 2000 the station in Tromsø was closed
down and the instruments were moved to Andøya, where a new station was
opened.

Figure 3.7: Overview of the different UV-stations in Norway (Norwegian Radia-
tion Protection Authority, 2007)
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The instruments used at all the stations are multi-channeled GUV (Ground-
based UltraViolet radiometer) 541 from Biospherical Instruments (Norwegian
Radiation Protection Authority, 2007). These sensors measure irradiance
within 5 wavelength bands in the UV-region. The bandwidth is approxi-
mately 10 nm with the center at 305 nm, 313 nm, 320 nm, 340 nm and
380 nm. The GUV instruments are fully automatic and log the measured
data every minute. To keep the instruments at an international standard,
the instruments are calibrated every summer, and in addition, a spectral
radiometer takes parallel measurements, which are compared to the GUV
data at that site. The measured data allow calculation of different parame-
ters, among these are biological effective irradiance, UV-doses and UV-index.

The instruments have shown to have an annual drift between each calibra-
tion, however, this is corrected for in the hourly values on the basis of the
calibrations. The uncertainty in the measurements are within a range of ±
10 % (Bjørn Johnsen, NRPA, (personal comunication)).

Hourly CIE-weighted values are used for comparison with the modeled data
in Chapter 4. Four of the stations in the measurement network were used;
Tromsø in the north for the period 1996-1999.
Landvik in the south for the period 1996-2004 (with some periods of missing
data).
Oslo in the east for the period 1998-2002.
Bergen in the west for the period 2000-2004.

For leap years the 29. February was included in the provided dataset while
31. December was omitted, so that each year had the same number of days.
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3.5 Cancer

The Cancer Registry of Norway is a population-based registry that has sys-
tematically collected notifications on cancer, and the registry is for practical
purposes complete from 1953 (Cancer Registry of Norway, 2005).

Since 1960 all Norwegian inhabitants have received a 11-digit ID-number
which is registered in the National Registry. The registry contains infor-
mation on residence, occupation, education and whether or not the person
has moved (Vassenden, 1987). In 1991 the National Registry was connected
to the Cancer Registry for information on cancer disease. The ID-number
makes it possible to register vital statistics on the entire population.

Data for cutaneous malignant melanoma (see Chapter 2.5) are used in this
study. The received data set provides separate statistics for men and women
for each county. The numbers are given as age-adjusted incidence rates per
100 000 inhabitants for both genders according to the world standard (Doll
et al., 1966).
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Chapter 4

Comparison and Trends

Using the method described in Chapter 3, UV data for 17 of the 19 counties
in Norway were reconstructed for a 49 year period, 1957-2005.
Since the reconstructed data from STARneuro are instantaneous values (in
W/m2), they have to be integrated into hourly, daily, monthly and yearly
values (in J/m2) to be able to be compared to other data, and to look at
specific trends. STARneuro will from now on only be referred to as STAR.
For some stations there were days of missing cloud observations, so recon-
structions could not be made. To get a complete dataset of radiation, the
monthly mean value of radiation for different periods were calculated and
used for the missing days. To account for potential trends, means for the
years 1957-1966, 1967-1976, 1977-1986, 1987-1996 and 1997-2005 have been
used.

First, the reconstructed data will be compared to measured data (GUV)
and other model runs (Lindfors-model). Then, the trends in the STAR-data
and cancer-data will be discussed. In the last part, the correlation between
UV and cancer will be investigated. The statistical equations used in this
chapter are explained in Appendix D.

4.1 Observed and modeled UV

4.1.1 STAR vs GUV

GUV data for Tromsø, Landvik, Bergen and Oslo were used for the compari-
son between reconstructed and measured data. These four stations represents
the country from north to south and west to east, respectively.

42
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The reconstructions are not calculated for the exactly same coordinates as
the GUV measurements, except for Bergen. The reason for this is that re-
constructions have been made for the sites where the cloud observations were
done, while the GUV instruments are not placed at the same sites. For Oslo,
the GUV instrument is situated approximately 600 m south of the reconstruc-
tion site. For Kjevik, the measurements done at Landvik were used. This
measuring station is situated in Aust-Agder, approximately 30 km northeast
of Kjevik. In Tromsø, the nearest GUV is situated 1 km south of the recon-
struction site.

When reconstructing UV data, the lowest solar elevations are always the
hardest to get accurate, because just a small offset in value gives a large
percentage deviation. Another reason is that the model does not take to-
pography into account, so the question about obstacles in the horizon is
a problem, especially at low solar elevations. The mountains surrounding
Bergen can disturb the solar radiation up to an angle of approximately 10o

(Skartveit and Olseth, 1986). Landvik also has a similar elevation of the
horizon (Planteforsk, 2007). To exclude these disturbances, solar elevations
below 10o will therefore be excluded when reconstructed and measured data
are compared.

Reconstruction with cloud amount and cloud type

STAR with cloud input ii) described in Chapter 3.1, was applied when re-
constructing the data used in this subsection.

Hourly values are difficult to compare since the measured data are minute
values summed to hourly values, e.g. the value for 12 UTC consist of the data
from 12.00-12.59, while the reconstructed data are instantaneous values from
the time of the cloud observations, and then subsequently multiplied by 3600
s. Clouds can change very rapidly, and during one hour this might amount
to a significant difference in accumulated UV. The solar elevation variation
during the hour in question can also contribute to a difference between the
reconstructed and measured data.

Figure 4.1 presents the comparison between the hourly erythemal UV from
STAR and GUV for Bergen with solar elevations above 10o for the period
2000-2004. The correlation is good, 0.90, however, the model gives an overes-
timation of 16 %. The overestimation is in agreement with findings of Sætre
(2006) and Koepke et al. (2007). The root mean square deviation (RMSD) is
47 %. This RMSD is, however, expected since global radiation is not taken
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Figure 4.1: Reconstructed (STAR) vs measured (GUV) hourly erythemal UV for
Bergen with solar elevations above 10o for the period 2000-2004. One-to-one line
(broken line) and linear regression line (solid line) are also shown.

into consideration when reconstructing the UV. Because of this, STAR cal-
culates the same values for scattered cloudiness whether or not the solar disk
is obscured.

Figure 4.2 shows similar results as Figure 4.1 but for different solar elevation
intervals. For solar elevation below 10o, the overestimation is quite high, 26
%. These values are small compared to the other solar elevation intervals.
When comparing the mean bias deviation (MBD) of all solar elevation in-
tervals, it is apparent that the 0 − 10o interval had some disturbance in the
horizon. Excluding the lower solar elevations was therefore a valid assump-
tion. The MBD of the other solar elevation intervals have fairly similar value,
so the disturbance in the horizon is probably eliminated.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are summed up in Table 4.1. The table shows RMSD,
MBD, correlation coefficient (R) and the number of observations (n). Ex-
cept for the lowest solar elevations, the statistical parameters are rather
equal. The overestimation of the model is largest for intermediate solar
elevations. For increasing solar elevations there is, however, a decrease in
scatter (RMSD) and a slight increase in correlation.

Similar tables and figures were also made for Oslo, Kjevik and for Tromsø,
however, the figures will not be shown.
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Figure 4.2: Reconstructed vs measured hourly erythemal UV for Bergen in the
period 2000-2004 for different solar elevation intervals. One-to-one line (broken)
and linear regression line (solid) are also given.

For Oslo (Table 4.2) the results were slightly better than for Bergen. The
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Table 4.1: Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) and Mean Bias Deviation (MBD;
reconstructed - measured) for reconstructed vs measured hourly CIE-weighted UV
for different solar elevation intervals in Bergen for the period 2000-2004. In addi-
tion, the correlation coefficient (R) and the number of hours (n) are given.

Solar elev. RMSD MBD R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

> 10o 0.013(47%) 0.004(16%) 0.90 15216

0 − 10o 0.001(76%) +0.000(26%) 0.69 6830
10 − 20o 0.004(52%) 0.001(14%) 0.71 4863
20 − 30o 0.008(44%) 0.003(15%) 0.74 3882
30 − 40o 0.015(40%) 0.007(19%) 0.76 3236
40 − 50o 0.022(37%) 0.009(15%) 0.76 2544
> 50o 0.025(35%) 0.010(14%) 0.77 691

overestimation has decreased from 16 % to 11 %, and there is somewhat less

Table 4.2: Same as for Table 4.1, but for Oslo 1998-2002.

Solar elev. RMSD MBD R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

> 10o 0.013(43%) 0.003(11%) 0.91 15306

0 − 10o 0.001(74%) +0.000(27%) 0.68 6748
10 − 20o 0.004(50%) 0.001(11%) 0.69 4875
20 − 30o 0.008(43%) 0.003(13%) 0.73 3897
30 − 40o 0.015(37%) 0.004(10%) 0.74 3236
40 − 50o 0.021(31%) 0.007(11%) 0.79 2529
> 50o 0.027(33%) 0.008(9%) 0.74 780
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scatter. Oslo has a more continental climate, and the air has got less water
content than the maritime air in Bergen. This results in less dense clouds
which might be more similar to the clouds at Garmisch-Partenkirchen. The
total cloud amount might also be less than for the maritime areas. Another
reason might be the choice of values for the other input parameters. The site
of the measuring instrument is not at the same location (600 m apart) which
can give a minor effect. Results from Kjevik/Landvik (Table 4.3) were quite
similar to the results from Bergen and Oslo.

Table 4.3: Same as for Table 4.1, but for Kjevik/Landvik 1996-2004.

Solar elev. RMSD MBD R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

> 10o 0.015(44%) 0.005(16%) 0.92 24864

0 − 10o 0.002(84%) +0.000(15%) 0.62 8880
10 − 20o 0.004(55%) 0.001(15%) 0.68 7353
20 − 30o 0.009(46%) 0.004(18%) 0.73 6106
30 − 40o 0.016(40%) 0.008(19%) 0.77 5573
40 − 50o 0.023(34%) 0.011(17%) 0.79 3866
> 50o 0.027(31%) 0.010(12%) 0.76 1966

Data for Tromsø (Table 4.4) show some results deviating from the three
southern stations, and show a very good agreement with the measured data.
Both for all solar elevations above 10o collectively, and for all solar elevation
intervals above 10o, the MBD is only negligible (below 1 %). Both the RMSD
and the correlation coefficients are rather similar to those at the southern sta-
tions. Statistics for all four stations for solar elevation above 10o are summed
in Table 4.5.

The reasons for the good average agreement between the reconstructed and
measured UV data in Tromsø can be as follows:

- more reliable ozone data because of the long term measured ozone
series from Tromsø (no interpolation needed)
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Table 4.4: Same as for Table 4.1, but for Tromsø 1996-1999.

Solar elev. RMSD MBD R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

> 10o 0.011(42%) +0.000(0%) 0.88 11278

0 − 10o 0.001(62%) +0.000(13%) 0.77 6444
10 − 20o 0.004(44%) -0.000(−1%) 0.72 4241
20 − 30o 0.008(38%) +0.000(0%) 0.70 3379
30 − 40o 0.015(35%) +0.000(1%) 0.70 2787
> 40o 0.020(33%) -0.000(−0%) 0.68 871

Table 4.5: Same as for Table 4.1, but for solar elevations above 10o for each
station.

Stations RMSD MBD R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

Bergen 0.013(47%) 0.004(16%) 0.90 15216
Oslo 0.013(43%) 0.003(11%) 0.91 15306
Kjevik 0.015(44%) 0.005(16%) 0.92 24864
Tromsø 0.011(42%) 0.000(0%) 0.88 11278

- the cloud climate is more similar to that of Garmisch-Partenkirchen

- different errors can by chance be canceled out

For a further study of the better average agreement at Tromsø, cloud free and
completely overcast data for Tromsø, Bergen, Oslo and Kjevik were selected.
For cloud free conditions, ozone has the dominant effect on the radiation
transfer, while for overcast, the cloud effect is the dominant. Cloud free and
overcast conditions were selected on the basis of total cloud amount equal to
0 and minimum 7 octas, respectively.
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Table 4.6: Same as for Table 4.1, but for cloud free measurements for solar ele-
vation above 20o for each station.

Stations RMSD MBD R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

Bergen 0.012(22%) 0.001(1%) 0.93 152
Oslo 0.008(15%) 0.001(2%) 0.97 86
Kjevik 0.011(21%) 0.004(7%) 0.95 332
Tromsø 0.008(20%) 0.001(4%) 0.96 140

To be sure to exclude the effect of mountains, only solar elevation above
20o were used for this investigation. For cloud free cases, shown in Table 4.6,
it is evident that the ozone effect is not the contributing factor for giving
the low MBD in Tromsø compared to the other stations. Since all four sta-
tions show the same low MBD values, the ozone effect seems to have minor
influence. Either the ozone interpolation has been a success for the other
stations, or the ozone effect is not the contributing factor.

Tromsø is situated at high latitudes, which give cloud optical depths that
might be similar to those at Garmisch-Partenkirchen. Since the temperature
at high latitudes are lower than in the south, the air can hold less water va-
por. This result in a reduced optical depth of the clouds. When comparing
the reconstructed and measured data for overcast conditions, the MBD for
Tromsø is still quite low (Table 4.7). The southern stations have consider-
ably higher MBD, where it is largest for Bergen and Kjevik. This can imply
that, in the south the clouds are more optically thick on the coast than away
from the coast. When it comes to errors canceling each other, this is more
difficult to verify.

For all four stations, the overcast data amounts to more than 50 % of all
the observations when all solar elevations are taken into account. Cloud free
observations are sparce. However, these observations have the highest UV
values so this can influence the total statistics more than would be expected
when looking at the number of observations. When comparing these results
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Table 4.7: Same as for Table 4.1, but for overcast conditions (7 or 8 octas) for
solar elevation above 20o.

Stations RMSD MBD R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

Bergen 0.015(53%) 0.005(20%) 0.72 5401
Oslo 0.016(56%) 0.003(11%) 0.74 5277
Kjevik 0.018(63%) 0.005(18%) 0.75 7590
Tromsø 0.014(53%) -0.001(−5%) 0.63 3797

to the results of the COST 726 report (Koepke et al., 2007) it is evident that
the model reconstructs best for places like Davos and Tromsø, which have
similar to the conditions at Garmisch-Partenkirchen, and overestimates for
places with clouds of other optical depths.

Reconstruction with only total cloud amount

For the years 1981-1997, total cloud amount was the only available cloud
information for Oslo. It is therefore of interest to investigate the difference
between having only total cloud amount as input to STAR and having de-
tailed cloud information (see Chapter 3.2.5) as input. STAR was therefore
run for both cases. In this section, STAR with cloud input i) was used (see
Chapter 3.1). The results from these sensitivity tests can in the future also
be applicable to reconstructions for other stations, where only total cloud
amount is available as cloud information.

Figure 4.3 shows the two model runs for Oslo with all available cloud in-
formation and only total cloud cover for the highest solar elevation intervals.
When reducing the cloud information the reconstructed values start forming
in discrete bands, which have not been investigated in earlier research. The
main reason for the bands forming is that only cloud amount as input gives
only 9 discrete possibilities (0 to 8), while additional cloud information gives
more possibilities. Different cloud types can be more frequent for certain
solar elevations, e.g. fog or stratus clouds in the morning, and convective
clouds in the afternoon. Besides, certain cloud types are also more frequent
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Figure 4.3: Hourly reconstructed (STAR) vs measured (GUV) erythemal UV val-
ues with all available cloud information (left), and only total cloud amount (right)
as input, for Oslo in the period 1998-2002 with varying solar elevation. One-to-one
line (broken) and regression line(solid).
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for certain cloud amounts, however, this can vary from place to place.

These bands starts appearing for the interval between 30-40o and get more
pronounced as the solar elevation increase. In the interval above 50o, the
data are split into three clear bands. For high UV values, i.e. low cloud
amounts, there are probably smaller difference in UV radiation for the differ-
ent cloud amounts, because the probability of obscuring the sun is low. The
lowest band (reconstructed values around 0.04 kJ/m2) is related to overcast
conditions, i.e. cloud amount 7 or 8 octa. Since there are high measured
values (UV up to 0.14 kJ/m2), there seems to have been either thin, high
clouds or the sun has not been obscured. Since the cloud observations are
only taken every three hours, the cloud input might not be representative
for that hour. The middle band (reconstructed values around 0.08 kJ/m2)
includes the highest measured values. Scattered cloudiness seems to be the
reason for this, since for scattered cloudiness, the measured value might ex-
ceed the clear sky value (as explained in Chapter 2.4.5).

Table 4.8: Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) and Mean Bias Deviation (MBD;
reconstructed - measured) for reconstructed with only total cloud amount vs mea-
sured hourly CIE-weighted UV for different solar elevation intervals in Oslo for
the period 1998-2002. In addition, the correlation coefficient (R) and the number
of hours (n) are given.

Solar elev. RMSD MBD R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

> 10o 0.015(47%) 0.005(16%) 0.91 15306

10 − 20o 0.004(52%) 0.001(14%) 0.69 4875
20 − 30o 0.009(45%) 0.003(16%) 0.73 3897
30 − 40o 0.016(40%) 0.006(14%) 0.73 3236
40 − 50o 0.023(35%) 0.011(17%) 0.78 2529
> 50o 0.030(38%) 0.013(17%) 0.74 780

Table 4.8 shows the statistics for the reconstruction only using total cloud
amount as input vs measured hourly CIE-weighted UV for different solar
elevation intervals in Oslo for the period 1998-2002. The change from cloud
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Table 4.9: Relative deviation for Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) and Mean
Bias Deviation (MBD; reconstructed with only NN - detailed reconstruction) for
reconstructed with only total cloud amount vs reconstructed with detailed cloud
input for hourly CIE-weighted UV for solar elevation above 10o for all stations.
In addition, the correlation coefficient (R) and the number of hours (n) are given.
The variables are calculated in % compared to the measured values.

Stations ∆RMSD ∆MBD ∆R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

Bergen 0.002(7%) 0.002(8%) -0.00 15216
Oslo 0.001(5%) 0.002(5%) -0.00 15306
Kjevik 0.002(5%) 0.002(5%) -0.00 24864
Tromsø 0.001(3%) 0.001(4%) -0.01 11278

amount and cloud type as cloud input (Table 4.2) to only total cloud amount
as cloud input gives increases both RMSD and MBD. The increase is nearly
independent on the solar elevation interval.

Table 4.9 summarizes the relative deviation for RMSD, MBD and the corre-
lation coefficients for the two model runs for all investigated stations. The
percentage increase of RMSD and MBD compared to the mean measured
values are also shown.

Even when reconstructing with detailed cloud information, there is a gen-
eral overestimation (positive MBD). This overestimation is increased when
reducing the amount of cloud input both for RMSD and MBD, while the
correlation coefficients stay the same. The RMSD increased by additional
3-7 %, while MBD increased by 4-8 % compared to the measured values for
the various stations. For Tromsø the reconstruction is still highly satisfactory
with MBD of only 5 % for all solar elevations over 10o, even if the amount
of input is reduced.

When this reconstruction is used on the Oslo data for the period 1981-1997,
it will result in an additional increase of 5 % compared to the measured
values.
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4.1.2 STAR vs Lindfors

Daily values

In the following, daily values from the STAR model and the Lindfors model
(see Chapter 3.3) will be compared. For hourly values there can be a time lag
between reconstructed and measured values, as explained in Chapter 4.1.1.
For daily values this problem is removed.

Based on the Lindfors model, a reconstruction of UV data was made for
Bergen for the period 1982-2005 (Lindfors et al., 2007). The period for re-
construction was limited by the availability of global radiation measurements.
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Figure 4.4: Reconstructed daily erythemal UV by the Lindfors model (left) and
the STAR model (right) vs measured (GUV) for Bergen for the period 2000-2004.
One-to-one line(broken) and regression line(solid) are also given.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the daily reconstructed values for the Lindfors model
and STAR compared to measured data. The Lindfors model shows a better
performance, with an underestimation of only 1 %, and with a low RMSD (7
%). The main reason for the low RMSD is that in the Lindfors model global
radiation is used as input for the reconstruction. Measured global radiation
contains additional information whether the sun is obscured or not. STAR
can also use global radiation as input, but because of the lack of global radi-
ation data for large parts of Norway, only the cloud information is used. For
STAR there is a moderate overestimation of 4 %, and a RMSD of 26 %. For
both models, the results are satisfactory with regards to daily values. The
data from Figure 4.4 are summed up in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10: Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) and Mean Bias Deviation
(MBD; reconstructed - measured) for reconstructed values for STAR and the Lind-
fors model vs measured daily CIE-weighted UV for Bergen for the period 2000-2004.
In addition, the correlation coefficient (R) and the number of hours (n) are given.

Model RMSD MBD R n
[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2]

STAR 0.243(26%) 0.038(4%) 0.97 3010
Lindfors 0.063(7%) -0.008(−1%) 1.00 2979
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Figure 4.5: Yearly sum of CIE-weighted UV modeled by the STARneuro model
(blue), and the Lindfors model(green) and measured by GUV (black).

In Figure 4.5 the yearly sum of reconstructed and measured values are illus-
trated. Days where either the reconstructed Lindfors values or GUV values
are missing are excluded in all three datasets so that they are comparable.
This figure is therefore not representative when looking for absolute values
or trends.

The two models and the measurements agree quite well in the representation
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of the year-to-year variability but differ slightly in the absolute level. STAR
overestimates the UV-radiation, while the Lindfors model alternates between
a slight over- and underestimation.
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4.2 Temporal and spatial variations

In the following, annual variations in both erythemal UV and the cases of
cancer will be studied, together with trends for the period 1957-2005. Possi-
ble connections between erythemal UV and cancer will be investigated.

4.2.1 Variations in UV radiation

Annual sums of erythemal UV are reconstructed for each station. According
to Figures 4.6 and 4.7, there are gradients in both north-south and east-
west directions, with the largest gradient between north and south. This
is expected due to the latitudinal solar elevation decrease towards north.
Besides, for the northernmost stations the sun is below the horizon for the
entire day in winter time (Figure 4.8). This is partly compensated for by
the long summer days with midnight sun. In addition, differences in cloud
amount and optical properties between northern and southern stations (see
discussion in Chapter 4.1.1) will also affect the results. For the east-west
gradient (Figure 4.7) mainly the different cloud properties account for the
difference in radiation. As discussed in Chapter 4.1.1, the western part of the
country has a more maritime climate than the eastern part. As a consequence
of prevailing westerlies in the area, moist air that comes in from the sea, will
undergo orographic lifting when it meets the mountains, and produce dense
clouds. The clouds produced by the air that arrives the eastern side of the
mountains, will be less dense (Wallace and Hobbs, 1977) or even disappear.
This results in less radiation in the western compared to the eastern part.
For the stations in this work, there are no overall trends that apply to all
stations, some have positive and some have negative trends for the period
1957-2005.

Monthly decadal trends

The total ozone amount has a negligible effect on UVA, but a considerable
effect on UVB. UVA is predominantly influenced by the cloud amount and
cloud type, which also has a comparable effect on UVB. By comparing UVA
and UVB trends and taking total ozone into consideration, the effects of
clouds and ozone on erythemally weighted UV radiation can be separated.
By studying absolute values of radiation it will not be possible to compare
differences between the different stations. Therefore, the focus will be on the
relative changes expressed as trends in % per decade.

Figure 4.9 shows the variations of the monthly sum of erythemal UV for
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Figure 4.6: Yearly sum of erythemal UV for Kjevik in the south and Sihccajavri
in the north. For each station, the linear regression and the decadal trend is given.
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Figure 4.7: Yearly sum of erythemal UV for Rena in the east and Bergen in the
west. For each station, the linear regression and the decadal trend is given.

2005 for Tromsø and Kjevik, representing the northernmost and the south-
ernmost stations. The maximum summer irradiance for Kjevik is 1.5 times
that of Tromsø. In addition to the seasonal variation, there are also changes
from year to year. Tables C.1-C.3 show the decadal trends of UVA, UVB
and erythemally weighted irradiance, for each month and for each station.

Three stations are left out of the discussion, because the time periods for
these stations are shorter than for the rest of the stations, so they can not be
directly compared to the others. These stations are Oslo, Rena and Færder
Fyr. For the rest of the stations the trends are calculated on the basis of the
period 1957-2005.
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Figure 4.8: Solar elevation for Kjevik (dashed line) and Tromsø (solid line) for
summer solstice, 22.June (upper), and winter solstice, 21.December (lower).
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Figure 4.9: Monthly sum of erythemal UV for Kjevik (dashed line) and Tromsø
(dotted line) for 2005.

There are no stations that have significantly higher positive trends than the
others, however the strongest trends are found at Sola, Kjevik, Lyngdal and
Værnes. Sihccajavri has a markedly larger negative trend than the other
stations.

As an example for mainly negative and mainly positive trend in erythemally
weighted radiation, Sihccajavri and Lyngdal have been selected for a detailed
discussion. In this work, the erythemal UV is of main interest. As shown
in Table 4.11 the trends for Sihccajavri are negative for all months except
January, which only has a marginal positive trend. There are, however, few
days with sun above the horizon for this month, and then only a few hours
every day. For January to March there is a decrease in ozone of about 2 %.
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As sensitivity studies with the STAR model at clear sky showed (Chapter
2.4.2), 1 % decrease in ozone results in 0.7-1.2 % increase in erythemally
weighted UV, an increase of 1.5-2.3 % in UV is therefore expected. From
Table 4.11, this is not the case. The erythemally weighted UV show a slight
reduction, which must be explained by cloud effects.

Table 4.11: Monthly decadal trends (%) of UVA and UVB radiation, erythemally
weighted radiation (ERY), ozone amount (O3) and total cloud amount (NN) for
Sihccajavri (1957-2005).

Month UVA UVB ERY O3 NN

January -1.7 3.6 0.1 -1.3 4.4
February -2.8 3.4 -0.9 -2.5 4.9
March -4.0 3.7 -0.1 -2.5 5.5
April -3.6 -0.3 -1.9 -1.7 7.2
May -3.5 -2.3 -2.9 -1.0 6.3
June -3.0 -2.5 -2.7 -0.4 5.8
July -2.9 -2.4 -2.7 -0.6 5.3
August -2.5 -2.3 -2.5 -0.1 3.8
September -2.3 -1.9 -2.1 -0.2 2.6
October -2.2 -2.6 -1.7 0.3 2.5
November -1.9 -1.4 -1.7 -0.3 2.3
December - - - -0.1 2.6

The negative trend in UVA for Sihccajavri can have different reasons, like a
possible increase in cloud amount, a change in optical thickness of the clouds
or a shift in cloud types. When studying this further, there seems to have
been a slight increase in both yearly (Figure 4.10) and monthly mean to-
tal cloud amount for all the months in this period. This coincide very well
with the trends in UVA, however, this is not the only explanation. In cloud
amount, there is a positive annual trend of 4.3 % per decade, while there are
monthly variations between 2.3-7.2 % per decade. The months of maximum
decrease in UVA does not coincide excactly with the maximum increase of
total cloud cover. The other two possible explanations mentioned above is
hard to investigate, however, the rest of the explanation probably lies within
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Figure 4.10: Mean annual cloud amount for Sihccajavri for the period 1957-2005.
The linear regression and the decadal trend is also given.
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these parameters.

Table 4.12: Monthly decadal trends (%) of UVA and UVB radiation, erythemally
weighted radiation (ERY), ozone amount (O3) and total cloud amount (NN) for
Lyngdal-Nummedalen (1957-2005).

Month UVA UVB ERY O3 NN

January 1.8 5.7 3.3 -1.5 -2.2
February 1.4 8.9 3.3 -2.5 -2.3
March -0.1 7.7 3.9 -2.5 +0.0
April 0.0 3.5 2.6 -1.6 -0.5
May 2.5 4.2 4.2 -1.0 -4.1
June -0.8 -0.3 -0.3 -0.5 1.0
July 2.0 2.8 3.0 -0.6 -3.6
August 1.4 1.8 1.9 -0.3 -2.1
September 1.3 1.8 1.8 -0.3 -2.2
October 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.2 -1.1
November 1.0 1.4 1.0 -0.3 -1.5
December 0.9 0.9 1.0 -0.3 -2.2

When studying the results for Lyngdal-Nummedalen (Table 4.12) it is seen
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that for April there is no trend in UVA, i.e. no trend in cloud amount/optical
properties. The only effect applying here is thus the ozone effect. For Oc-
tober, on the other hand, the ozone trend is close to 0 and this give only a
cloud effect. It can thus be concluded that for negative trends in total ozone
content there will be an increase in UVB and erythemally weighted radiation,
if the cloud conditions remain constant. The cloud effect, seen in the trends
in UVA will cancel or increase these trends depending on whether the trend
in UVA is decreasing or increasing, respectively. As shown for Sihccajavri,
when there is a negative trend in UVA most of this can be assigned to the
change in total cloud amount. This is true for all stations (not shown here).

4.2.2 Variations in cancer incidences

Graphs of temporal variation in cutaneous malignant melanoma(CMM) in-
cidence rates for all counties in Norway are shown in Figures E.1-E.19.

Figure 4.11 shows the temporal variation for Vest-Agder and Finnmark.
There is a marked north-south gradient both for women and men (see Rob-
sahm and Tretli (2001) and Magnus (1973)). Since the solar radiation is
assumed to be such an important risk factor for CMM (Magnus, 1973), there
are reasons to believe that the low incidence rate in Finnmark is connected
to the low solar radiation level in northern areas. When averaging over the
whole period, 1957-2005, the incidence rates in Southern Norway is almost
3 times that of Northern Norway. The maximum gradient show that the
southern county (Aust-Agder) has almost 4 times higher number of inci-
dences than the northern one (Finnmark).
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Figure 4.11: Annual cancer incidences for Vest-Agder and Finnmark for female
(left) and male (right) for the period 1957-2005. Linear regression lines are shown
as dashed lines.
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Figure 4.12: Annual cancer incidences for Hedmark and Hordaland for female
(left) and male (right) for the period 1957-2005. Linear regression lines are shown
as dashed lines.

The east-west gradient (Figure 4.12) is not as pronounced as the north-south,
however, the values for Hedmark are slightly higher than for Hordaland.

Looking at the temporal change there have been quite a dramatic devel-
opment in CMM incidence rates over the period. There are large variations
from year to year, however, overall there is marked increase. For the entire
Norwegian population, the CMM incidence has increased by approximately
a factor of 6 for women, and a factor of 10 for men since 1957. For most
stations there is an increase until the middle of the 1990’s and then the
incidences levels off, and for some stations it even starts to decrease (e.g.
Aust-Agder). Table 4.13 shows the coefficient for the linear regression line
for the different counties. The result of multiplying the slope of the line, a,
with 10, is the decadal increase in incidences per 100 000 inhabitants, which
varies between 1.2 and 5.3 for women and between 0.8 and 4.5 for men for
the various counties.

Several hypothesis are presented about the increasing trends in CMM. Some
argue that changes in diagnosis or classifications might be the reason, or
maybe over-reporting of incidences. These statements are by Magnus (1991),
however, found unlikely. Others put the blame on the new clothing fashions
and increased vacations to sunny areas. Nevertheless, the 5 year survival
rate has increased from 70 to 89 % for females and 47 to 80 % for males, for
diagnosis given in the period 1958-1962 to 1993-1997 (Kreftregisteret, 2007).
This is probably due to an earlier detection of the melanomas because of
increased focus on skin cancer.
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The incidences are higher for women than for men. This might have some-
thing to do with the anatomic site of occurrence for men and women, which
are different. A higher percentage of incidences for men occur on the upper
body, while for women the lower legs have highest incidences (Thune et al.,
1993).

Table 4.13: Coefficients for linear regression (y=ax+b) of CMM incidences per
100 000 inhabitants for female (left) and male (right) for all counties in the period
1957-2005, where x=year-1957.

County Female: Male:
a b a b

Finnmark 0.12 0.30 0.08 1.48
Troms 0.18 1.29 0.13 2.08
Nordland 0.17 1.43 0.19 0.52
Nord-Trøndelag 0.35 0.68 0.33 -0.01
Sør-Trøndelag 0.35 0.98 0.35 0.60
Møre og Romsdal 0.33 0.46 0.29 -0.13
Sogn og Fjordane 0.25 0.77 0.25 0.24
Hordaland 0.30 2.28 0.29 1.36
Rogaland 0.50 2.23 0.41 1.14
Vest-Agder 0.44 2.76 0.38 2.67
Aust-Agder 0.46 2.75 0.45 2.42
Telemark 0.32 5.00 0.33 2.27
Vestfold 0.53 1.14 0.41 2.84
Østfold 0.43 2.81 0.40 2.10
Akershus 0.35 3.14 0.37 2.39
Oslo 0.28 4.94 0.28 4.65
Buskerud 0.36 3.05 0.35 1.77
Oppland 0.29 1.51 0.31 0.28
Hedmark 0.33 1.93 0.31 1.63
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4.3 Correlation between UV and cancer

According to Armstrong and Kricker (1993) there is assumed to be a connec-
tion between UV exposure and development of cutaneous malignant melanoma
(CMM). Figure 4.13 gives the mean incidence rate of malignant melanoma
as a function of mean yearly sum of erythemal UV for the period 1957-
2005 for female and male. The numbers indicate the region as shown in
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Figure 4.13: Mean incidence rate of malignant melanoma vs mean erythemal UV
for the period 1957-2005 for female (upper) and male (lower) for 18 counties.
(Station numbers are the same as in Figure 3.6). Dotted line shows the quadratic
fit.
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Figure 3.6, where the highest numbers are to the north. The numbers 1a
and 1b in the figure mean that the radiation data are taken from station 1
(Kjevik), but are compared to cancer incidences both for Vest-Agder(a) and
Aust-Agder(b). The UV reconstruction site, Kjevik, is located almost at the
border between these two counties. Nevertheless, in Chapter 4.1.1 these data
are compared to measurements for Landvik, which is situated in Aust-Agder.
As this comparison shows similar values, the reconstructed UV data for Kje-
vik are assumed to be representative for both counties. The dotted curve
shows the quadratic curve fit. This was used because the agreement between
the quadratic fit and the values were better than for a linear regression. This
is in accordance with findings published by Henriksen and Svendby (1997).
For Oslo (7), reconstructed UV was based on detailed cloud information
for the periods 1957-1980 and 1998-2005. For the period 1981-1997, the re-
construction is based on total cloud amount only (see also page 50) was used.

According to Figure 4.13, there is an obvious connection between average UV
and incidence of CMM. However, this figure is a mean of almost 50 years,
and thus the year to year variability is not seen. All stations follow, more
or less the quadratic fit both for male and female. The incidence rate as a
function of erythemal UV are divided into three different clusters of counties.
The northern stations are found in the lower left part of the figure, as they
have the lowest amount of both UV radiation and cancer incidences. Accord-
ing to Figure 3.6 on page 33, there is a long north-south distance between
the northern reconstruction sites and the southern ones. The second clus-
ter consists of the middle and western part of Norway (except Rogaland),
having both intermediate level of UV and intermediate number of cancer.
The southern and eastern part are in the last cluster, with both the highest
radiation level and the highest occurrence of cancer. This coincide well with
the less dense clouds occurring in the east (as discussed in Chapter 4.2.1).

The UV radiation that might inflict skin damage occurs usually between
April and August (Robsahm and Tretli, 2001), while the sun and level of
outdoor activity is highest. During the other months, it is cold, and people
wear many layers of clothes, protecting against harmful UV radiation.

For better to analyze variations in both UV and cancer, the data was smoothed
out, and a 5 year running average is used. With different time lag (in years),
the 5 year running averages of the sum of erythemal UV for April to August
is cross-correlated with the 5 year running averages of cancer incidences. The
results are shown for all counties in Table 4.14. Both the maximum correla-
tion coefficient and the time lag vary considerably. Very often the maximum
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County M/F UVA Lag UVB Lag ERY Lag

Finnmark M 0.46 27 0.49 27 0.50 27
F 0.48 23 0.46 22 0.47 22

Troms M 0.52 22 0.70 0 0.57 0
F 0.33 22 0.45 1 0.38 2

Nordland M 0.33 21 0.75 0 0.71 0
F 0.24 0 0.44 0 0.41 0

Nord-Trøndelag M 0.23 31 0.32 0 0.27 0
F 0.18 25 0.39 0 0.34 0

Sør-Trøndelag M 0.33 22 0.35 0 0.27 0
F 0.30 20 0.17 0 0.08 0

Møre og Romsdal M 0.49 28 0.35 28 0.39 28
F 0.42 28 0.34 28 0.37 28

Sogn og Fjordane M 0.46 21 0.51 5 0.46 6
F 0.49 12 0.38 0 0.34 10

Hordaland M 0.30 23 0.50 0 0.46 0
F 0.27 23 0.48 0 0.44 0

Rogaland M 0.47 0 0.60 0 0.58 0
F 0.45 0 0.58 0 0.55 0

Vest-Agder M 0.33 8 0.37 0 0.34 0
F 0.36 15 0.39 0 0.37 0

Aust-Agder M 0.34 18 0.52 0 0.49 0
F 0.45 3 0.53 2 0.51 2

Telemark M 0.28 23 0.14 24 0.16 24
F 0.26 16 0.10 17 0.13 16

Vestfold M 0.41 0 0.50 0 0.50 0
F 0.48 3 0.58 0 0.57 0

Østfold M 0.42 20 0.26 1 0.27 24
F 0.37 23 0.23 4 0.22 25

Akershus M 0.47 19 0.24 5 0.26 19
F 0.38 17 0.24 7 0.24 8

Oslo M 0.63 0 0.75 0 0.88 0
F 0.65 1 0.70 0 0.86 0

Buskerud M 0.56 0 0.62 0 0.61 0
F 0.66 0 0.66 0 0.65 0

Hedmark M 0.48 21 0.47 24 0.48 24
F 0.49 20 0.43 24 0.44 24

Table 4.14: Maximum correlation coefficients between 5 year running average for
the sum of UV (UVA, UVB and erythemally weighted UV (ERY)) and 5 year
running average for cancer incidences, separately for male (M) and female (F),
with the corresponding time lag (in years), for all counties for the summer months
(April-August).
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correlation coefficient appears at lag zero. It is very unlikely that the cancer
develops in the few months from the summer to the end of the year. Oth-
erwise, the correlation show a time lag of more than 20 years. Somewhere
between these two extremes are more likely. People have been diagnosed with
CMM down to the age-group 5-9 years (Cancer Registry of Norway, 2005),
however, this is very rare. A defective gene is the reason for the cancer to
develop in a large birthmark. This type of malignant melanoma is called a
Juvenile melanoma. For people in the age-group 10-20 years old, most CMM
cases are the Juvenile type, however, regular CMM types are found, but then
mainly in the eyes (Cancer Registry of Norway, (personal communication)).
Cancer incidence increases with age. It is assumed that cancer occur when
the cells has been exposed to damaging radiation a number of times, and
then the cells start to mutate.

For counties where the cancer incidence does not start to decrease or level off
from the mid 1990’s, the 5 year running mean will just continue to increase
linearly. The variation in UV shows more oscillations. When correlating
these two lines, a lagged correlation will not appear, because there is no
maximum in cancer incidences that can be correlated to the maximum in
radiation (shown in Figure 4.14). If a small rise in cancer incidence occur at
the same place as an increase in UV, this can be enough to create a larger
correlation between the two time series.

To hopefully see valid results, the counties with low numbers of inhabitants
or low cancer incidences, have to be excluded. For a closer study of the cor-
relation between radiation and cancer for each of the “summer” months, the
counties Rogaland, Hordaland, Oslo, Akershus and Vest-Agder were chosen.
Except for Vest-Agder, these are the counties with most inhabitants (SSB,
2005), however, Vest-Agder is the region with most cancer cases per 100
000 inhabitants. For Rogaland and Oslo no significant results were found.
Therefore, only results for Hordaland , Akershus and Vest-Agder are shown
(Tables 4.15 - 4.17).

For Hordaland, UVB and erythemaly weighted UV have correlations with
time lag of 5 and 25 years, for both June and August, respectively (Table
4.15), however, only statistically significant for June. For all months except
August, UVA has a significant and positive correlation with cancer. For
April, June and July, the correlation coefficients are also statistically signifi-
cant within 1 %.

For Vest-Agder (Table 4.16), the same pattern is shown for April and June
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Figure 4.14: Upper: 5 year running mean for the sum of reconstructed erythe-
mally weighted UV for April to August for Bergen (green) and cancer incidences;
males (dashed blue), females (fully drawn blue) for Hordaland. Lower: Correlation
coefficients with the corresponding time lag for the upper figure (male).

as for Hordaland. The range in time lag for females is drastically reduced
compared to Hordaland, with a time lag of 15-16 years for female, however,
4-22 for males.

For Akershus, UVB and erythemally weighted UV seems to have the max-
imum correlation for a time lag that coincide better with cancer to what
would be expected, than the other stations. When UVB and ERY has a
positive lag, the years seem to coincide well the time lag that is found for
UVA. For April, it is only UVA that has a maximum correlation for a lag
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Table 4.15: Maximum correlation coefficients for cross-correlation between UV-
radiation (UVA, UVB and ERY for Bergen) and cancer for Hordaland, with cor-
responding time lag (in years), for female (F) and male (M).

Month F/M UVA Lag UVB Lag ERY Lag

April F 0.40 23 0.58 0 0.51 0
M 0.40 26 0.60 0 0.54 0

May F 0.41 2 0.60 0 0.57 0
M 0.44 1 0.63 0 0.59 0

June F 0.31 7 0.38 5 0.38 5
M 0.30 7 0.37 5 0.36 5

July F 0.42 10 0.45 0 0.44 0
M 0.39 11 0.43 0 0.42 0

August F 0.26 24 0.23 25 0.22 25
M 0.29 24 0.25 25 0.25 25

Bold text; statistically significant within 5 %, with time lag > 0 years.

not equal to zero.

As only the maximum correlation and the corresponding time lag was given
in Tables 4.14 - 4.17 considerable amounts of information are lost. In Table
4.14 it appears to be a large variation in time lag for both female and male
in Østfold from UVB to erythemally weighted UV despite that erythemally
weighted UV has highest weight for UVB. Figure 4.15 shows the 5 year run-
ning mean for reconstructed UVB corresponding to the values given in Table
4.14. Here, a second maximum has a correlation coefficient that is almost
the same as the first maximum. Thus, the maximum correlation coefficients
might give a wrong impression. Regions of maximum correlation coefficients
illustrate the true picture better than only the maximum correlation coeffi-
cient.

The 5 year running mean for reconstructed UVA in April for Kjevik and
cancer incidences for males and females for Vest-Agder are shown in Figure
4.16. The correlation coefficients are given here as a function of time lag. Ac-
cording to the figure a time lag from exposure of UV radiation to diagnosis
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Table 4.16: Maximum correlation coefficients for cross-correlation between UV-
radiation (UVA, UVB and ERY for Kjevik) and cancer for Vest-Agder, with cor-
responding time lag (in years), for female (F) and male (M).

Month F/M UVA Lag UVB Lag ERY Lag

April F 0.43 15 0.53 0 0.46 0
M 0.40 19 0.58 0 0.47 0

May F 0.71 0 0.75 0 0.75 0
M 0.69 0 0.75 0 0.74 0

June F 0.42 16 0.31 17 0.32 17
M 0.35 22 0.29 24 0.30 24

July F 0.49 0 0.50 0 0.50 0
M 0.48 4 0.48 0 0.48 0

August F 0.35 16 0.29 17 0.29 17
M 0.28 19 0.22 22 0.23 22

Bold text; statistically significant within 5 %, with time lag > 0 years.

of CMM there might be about 10-20 years. However, one should be care-
ful when interpreting correlation estimates made for large time lags, usually
they should not exceed 10-20 % of the data series. Then, the correlation is
based on too few samples (Emery and Thomson, 2001). In this omparison,
that amounts to a lag of less than 10 years.

Most researchers believe that CMM is caused by sunburn in early summer
when the ”white winterly bodies” are exposed either to strong spring or
early summer sun, or when people travel to southern countries and is getting
”roasted” at the beach to get a quick tan in a short time. However, there is a
large discussion amongst the researchers whether it is UVA or erythemal UV
(mainly UVB) that causes CMM to develop (Moan et al., 1999; Koh et al.,
1990).

From Tables 4.15 - 4.17, there is no way of telling either what is the time
lag from exposure to developing skin cancer, which month has most to say
with regard to cancer inducing UV, or what type of UV is most important.
However, when comparing these tables to Figure 4.16, it might seem like it
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Table 4.17: Maximum correlation coefficients for cross-correlation between UV-
radiation (UVA, UVB and ERY for Gardermoen) and cancer for Akershus, with
corresponding time lag (in years), for female (F) and male (M).

Month F/M UVA Lag UVB Lag ERY Lag

April F 0.32 22 0.43 0 0.26 0
M 0.38 20 0.55 0 0.37 0

May F 0.45 0 0.65 0 0.63 0
M 0.49 1 0.70 0 0.67 0

June F 0.36 23 0.35 25 0.35 25
M 0.37 22 0.36 26 0.36 26

July F 0.38 17 0.38 8 0.38 8
M 0.44 14 0.34 14 0.34 14

August F 0.34 17 0.26 17 0.27 17
M 0.41 19 0.32 20 0.33 20

Bold text; statistically significant within 5 %, with time lag > 0 years.

is the UVA that shows most correspondence with the cancer incidences.

Setlow et al. (1993) presents a study on CMM development in fish that
is exposed to UV radiation for different wavelengths, to see if specific wave-
lengths produced more CMM. Their result was that the UVA has more effect
than the CIE action spectrum would imply. The CIE and Setlow cancer
action spectra are shown in Figure 4.17. Maybe the results would be more
conclusive if this spectrum was used. Moan et al. (1999) also found that
UVA might be the main reason for CMM development.

From the discussion above there are indications that UVA is the most im-
portant parameter for developing CMM. The time lag from UV exposure to
diagnosis of CMM, is mostly found in the range of 15-25 years.
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Figure 4.15: Upper: 5 year running mean for the sum of reconstructed UVB for
April to August for Rygge (green) and cancer incidences; males (dashed blue),
females (fully drawn blue) for Østfold. Lower: Correlation coefficients with the
corresponding time lag for the upper figure (female).
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Figure 4.16: Upper: 5 year running mean for reconstructed UVA in April for
Kjevik (green) and cancer incidences; males (dashed blue), females (fully drawn
blue) for Vest-Agder. Lower: Correlation coefficients with the corresponding time
lag for the upper figure (female).
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Figure 4.17: Action spectrum for UV induced erythema in human skin (CIE) and
action spectrum for melanoma induction in fish (Setlow) (values taken from Setlow
et al. (1993)).



Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusion

The UV radiation for 17 of the 19 counties in Norway has been reconstructed
with the model STARneuro for the time period 1957-2005. One goal of this
thesis was to investigate if this model was suitable to reconstruct reliable UV
data for the entire country. The reconstructed data were then used to study
trends in UV radiation during the period. The data were also used to find
possible connections between the UV level and incidences of the skin cancer
type cutaneous malignant melanoma (CMM).

STAR was run for two different cloud information input, one with detailed
cloud information (cloud type and cloud amount for low, middle-high and
high clouds) and one with only total cloud amount as input. This was done
because for Oslo in the period 1981-1997 the only available cloud information
was the total cloud amount.

The model was run for all 17 stations with detailed cloud information as
cloud input. The reconstructed values were compared to measured values
for four places in Norway, representing different regions in the country. For
hourly values, the comparison showed varying degrees of agreement, from
deviations close to zero for Tromsø to an average overestimation of 16 % for
Bergen, and with deviations somewhere in between but closer to Bergen, for
the other stations. A selection of data divided into clear sky and overcast
cases, showed a reasonable agreement between reconstructed and measured
data for all stations at clear sky. At overcast, the agreement was significantly
worse for all stations but Tromsø. As the cloud algorithm for STARneuro
is developed on data from Garmisch-Partenkirchen, a probable reason for
the good agreement in Tromsø was a more similar cloud optical thickness at
these two locations.
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A comparison between model runs with only total cloud amount as input
and the measured radiation showed that the overestimation increased when
the cloud information was reduced. The overestimation compared to the
measured values increased by another 4-8 % compared to the measured val-
ues for the various stations. For Tromsø, even the reduced amount of cloud
information gave satisfying results, with an overall overestimation of only 5
%.

For daily values, the STARneuro reconstruction for Bergen was compared to
both measured values and to results from another model, the Lindfors model
which uses global radiation as input. This fact gives the Lindfors model
an advantage compared to STAR, because additional information about the
placement of the clouds compared to the sun is then implicitly given. Both
models show satisfactory results with regards to average deviations. STAR
gives an overestimation of 4 % while the Lindfors model gives an underes-
timation of 1 %. The difference in these models is evident in the scatter of
the data, where the Lindfors model has very limited scatter because global
radiation is used as input.

When comparing the reconstructed time series for the different stations, both
north-south and east-west gradients were found, with the largest gradient
between north and south. This was due to the latitudinal solar elevation de-
crease towards north in addition to the cloud optical thickness comparison to
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, while the east-west variation was due to differences
in both the cloud optical thickness and the total cloud amount. Clouds in
the west could be optically thicker because of the moist air coming in from
the sea. This results in higher levels of radiation in the east.

There were no apparent trends in the UV that applied to all reconstruction
sites, some had rising annual trends and some decreasing. The differences
between the sites were because of mainly two reasons. One, the variations
in total ozone amount affects the amount of UVB reaching the ground, and
the second reason was the change in cloud amount which affects both the
amount of UVA and UVB. Decreasing ozone results in increased amount of
UVB, while UVA is only negligibly affected by the changes in ozone. The
cloud amount, which affects both UVA and UVB, cause a decrease in the
amount of UV radiation reaching the surface for an increasing cloud amount.

The average cancer incidences in the Southern Norway is almost 3 times
that of Northern Norway. The east-west difference is not that pronounced,
however, the eastern part has slightly higher incidence rates. Since 1957
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there has been a quite dramatic increase in incidence rates, 6-fold for women
and 9-10 fold for men. For most regions there is an increasing trend up to
the mid 90s, where the increase levels off, or at some stations even starts to
decrease. The incidences are higher for women than for men.

There seems to be a connection between UV exposure and the development
of CMM. The regions with high levels of UV radiation also have high levels
of cancer incidences. There is, however, no conclusive answers, but there
are strong indications that UVA contributes significantly to the increasing
incidences of CMM.

Even if the amount of UV radiation is known at a given place at a given
time, the individual exposure dose is not known. The potential of cancer
incidences might be high because of fair weather, however, people does not
necessary spend their time out in the sun. If there has been a rainy summer
with low UV radiation, people might have taken vacations in southern coun-
tries.

There are a lot of different factors that have to be mapped before anything
conclusive can be said about the implications the UV radiation have on the
incidence rate of CMM. These factors include both clothing fashions, e.g.
long skirts and pants vs short skirts and shorts, sunbathing habits, local
traditions of time spent outdoors, patterns of vacations. If time is spent out-
doors, the use of tanning lotion and how effective the tanning lotions been
with regards to the different UV regions is an important factor. Moving from
one county to another might change the UV exposure rate. Without taking
the mobility of people and the vacations into consideration, there will be a
misrepresenting of the incidence rate compared to the UV dose during life.

This work has compiled a comprehensive UV data set for Norway. Its du-
ration of nearly 50 years and its temporal and spatial resolution make it an
unique tool for a wide range of photo-biological research in the future.
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Station Information

A.1 Ozone
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Figure A.1: Map of the ozone stations (numbering as first column of table A.1).
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80 Station(WOUDCnr) Country Lat Lon Height Year Type

1 Eskdalemuir (39) GBR 3.20oW 55.32oN 242 m 1957-1963 D
2 Moscow (116) RUS 37.57oE 55.75oN 187 m 1974-2004 D,B
3 Århus (34) DNK 10.20oE 56.17oN 53 m 1957-1988 D
4 Riga (121) LVA 24.25oE 57.19oN 7 m 1973-1999 F
5 Tahkuse (350) EST 24.94oE 58.52oN 23 m 1995-1998 F
6 Norrkøping (279) SWE 16.15oE 58.58oN 43 m 1988-2005 B
7 Uppsala (54) SWE 17.52oE 59.85oN 15 m 1957-1966 D
8 Oslo (165) NOR 10.72oE 59.91oN 90 m 1969-1998, 2004-2005 B
9 St. Petersburg (42) RUS 30.30oE 59.97oN 74 m 1973-2003 F
10 Lerwick (43) GBR 1.18oW 60.10oN 80 m 1977-2005 D
11 Joikoinen (404) FIN 23.50oE 60.81oN 103 m 1999-2001 B
12 Vindeln (284) SWE 19.77oE 64.24oN 225 m 1991-2005 D,B
13 Arhangelsk (271) RUS 40.50oE 64.58oN 0 m 1974-2003 F
14 Sodankylä (262) FIN 26.50oE 67.33oN 179 m 1988-2005 B
15 Murmansk (117) RUS 33.05oE 68.97oN 46 m 1973-2003 F
16 Tromsø* (52) NOR 18.95oE 69.65oN 100 m 1957-2005 D,B,T
17 Svalbard Hornsund (189) NOR 15.55oE 77.00oN 11 m 1970-1983 F
18 Longyear (44) NOR 15.58oE 78.22oN 1 m 1950-1966, 1984-1993 D
19 Ny Ålesund (89) NOR 11.88oE 78.93oN 242.5 m 1966-1997 D
20 Murchinson Bay (46) NOR 18.00oE 80.00oN 0 m 1958 D

Table A.1: Ozone stations.

*Where Andøya is used from 2002-2005 (69.30oN, 16.15oE).
The time series are not complete during the periods.

F=Filter, D=Dobson, B=Brewer, T=TOMS.
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A.2 Synoptic stations

Finnmark - Sihccajavri

The only available station for Finnmark were Sihccajavri. The station has
been operative since January 1912 and is located 382 m above sea level at
68.75oN , 23.53oE. The station lacks pressure observation throughout the
entire period, so the reduced standard pressure were used, i.e. 965.5 hPa
according to equation 3.2. The synoptic information is missing in the period;
10/3 - 30/4-1995.

Troms - Tromsø

The station has been operative since July 1920 and is located 100 m above
sea level at 69.65oN , 18.95oE. Before 1968 the snow observations were only
sporadic, so the input of ground albedo in that period have been affected by
this. Otherwise the data are quite good.

Nordland - Bodø VI

The station has been operative since January 1953 and is located 11 m above
sea level at 67.27oN , 14.43oE. The station has no snow depth after November
1988 but it still has snow cover observations. The pressure observations are
missing from 1. November 2005 so the standard pressure, 1013.25hPa, is
used. The totality of 18 days are missing throughout the period; 2/8 - 6/8-
2005, and 1/11 - 13/11-2005.

Nord Trøndelag - Værnes

The station has been operative since 1946 and is located 12 m above sea level
at 63.46oN , 10.94oE. The station lacks pressure observations in the period
1/6 - 31/12-2005, so the standard pressure, 1013.25 hPa, were used. There
are also 3 days of synoptic observations missing; 8/5-2004, 16/10-2005 and
15/12-2005.

Sør Trøndelag - Ørland III

The station has been operative since July 1954 and is located 10 m above sea
level at 63.70oN , 9.60oE. The station has generally good data, but certain
observations from April 2005 and onwards are missing for some days. If there
is only one observation per day, this is copied throughout this day. There
are also 5 days missing throughout the period; 2/8 - 6/8-2005.
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Møre og Romsdal - Tafjord

The station has been operative since 1925 and is located 15 m above sea
level at 62.23oN , 7.42oE. The station has missing synoptic observations for
63 days; 26/11-1970, 1/6 - 31/7-1984 and 3/5-2005.

Sogn og Fjordane - Takle

The station has been operative since 1950 and is located 38 m above sea level
at 61.02oN , 5.50oE. The station have missing pressure observations for the
entire period, so the standard pressure, 1013.25 hPa, were used. 48 days of
synoptic observations are also missing; 20/7 - 25/7-2001, 1/9 - 30/9-2004,
15/3 - 23/3-2005 and 14/7 - 16/7-2005.

Hordaland - Bergen (Florida)

The station has been operative since 1949 and is located 12 m above sea level
at 60.38oN , 5.33oE. Generally good data. For missing data in the database,
the data has been manually collected from Norwegian Meteorological Insti-
tute and put into the dataset.

Rogaland - Sola

The station has been operative since July 1935 and is located 7 m above sea
level at 58.88oN , 5.64oE. No missing data.

Vest-Agder - Kjevik

The station has been operative since 1946 and is located 12 m above sea
level at 58.20oN , 8.07oE. One day is missing in the synoptic observations;
3/12-2005.

Aust-Agder

Since there were no suitable synoptic stations in Aust-Agder and Kjevik is
almost on the border between Aust-Agder and Vest-Agder, Kjevik is used as
representative for both Vest- and Aust-Agder.

Telemark - Tveitsund

The station has been operative since June 1944 and is located 252 m above
sea level at 59.03oN , 8.52oE. Pressure observations are lacking prior to 1982
and in the period 2/11 - 17/11-2003. The pressure used for these periods were
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the reduces standard pressure, 981.75 hPa. 35 days of synoptic observations
are missing; 23/10 - 3/11-2000, 2/3 - 16/3-2002, 17/6 - 21/6-2005 and 18/11
- 20/11-2005.

Vestfold - Færder Fyr

The station has been operative since January 1885 and is located 6 m above
sea level at 59.03oN , 10.53oE. The synoptic observations after 2003 are so
sparse that they are excluded from the reconstruction. There are no snow
observations at this station, so the ground albedo is set to snow free condi-
tions. In the period 24/10 - 31/10-2000 there are no pressure observations, so
the pressure is set to the standard pressure, 1013.25 hPa. During 1957 and
1958 there are 41 days of observations missing and these are concentrated in
January-March and October-December both years.

Østfold - Rygge

The station has been operative since March 1955 and is located 40 m above
sea level at 59.38oN , 10.79oE. There are no pressure observations from June
2005, so the standard pressure, 1013.25 hPa, were used. There are sparse
snow observations at the end of 2005. The only day of missing synoptic
observations for this station is 21/5-2005.

Akershus - Gardermoen

The station has been operative since April 1940 and is located 202 m above
sea level at 60.21oN , 11.08oE. 9 days of synoptic observations are missing;
30/4-2004, 12/6-2005, 26/7-2005, 2/8 - 4/8-2005, 6/8-2005, 31/10-2005 and
23/12-2005.

Oslo - Blindern

The station has been operative since February 1937 and is located 94 m above
sea level at 59.94oN , 10.72oE. Prior to November 1957 no snow observations
were made. For missing pressure observations, from 1/6-2005, the reduced
standard pressure, 1001.5 hPa, were used. In the period 1981-1997 the speci-
fied cloud information is missing because only the total cloud amount is were
observed. The reconstruction was then made for 1957-1980, and then with
only total cloud amount in the period 1981-1997, and then again with all the
cloud information for the period 1998-2005. For the last period 48 days of
observations were missing; 28/7 - 1/8-2005.
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Buskerud - Lygdal i Nummedalen

The station has been operative since June 1954 and is located 288 m above
sea level at 59.91oN , 9.52oE. No missing data.

Oppland

No suitable observation stations in this region.

Hedmark - Rena-Haugedalen

The station has been operative since January 1958 and is located 240 m
above sea level at 61.16oN , 11.44oE. Since the station was not operative
until 1958, the reconstruction for this station was done for the period 1958-
2005. Until April 2004, there were no pressure observations, so standard
pressure was reduced to the height of the station, i.e 983.25 hPa. Beside
missing entire 1957, additionally 14 days were missing; 31/12 - 2/11-2001,
7/1-2005, 3/5-2005, 30/7 - 31/7-2005 and 13/9 - 15/9-2005.
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A.3 UV-stations

Station Lat Lon Elevation Start End

Ny-Ålesund 78.92oN 11.92oE 400 m 1995 -
Tromsø 69.68oN 18.97oE 60 m 1995 2000
Andøya 69.28oN 16.02oE 380 m 2000 -
Trondheim 63.42oN 10.40oE 65 m 1996 -
Kise* 60.77oN 10.80oE 130 m 1996 -
Finse 60.60oN 7.52oE 1210 m 2003 -
Bergen 60.38oN 5.33oE 40 m 1996 -
Øster̊as 59.95oN 10.60oE 135 m 1999 -
Blindern 59.93oN 10.72oE 95 m 1994 -
Landvik 58.33oN 8.52oE 10 m 1996 -

Table A.2: UV measurement stations from north to south

*In the autumn of 2004 had a change of horizon.
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Cloud information

Low cloud types:
CL1: Cumulus humilis or fractus (Cu). Cumulus with small vertical extent
(fair weather clouds).
CL2: Cumulus mediocris or congestus (Cu). Cumulus with medium to
large vertical extent. The cloud base is dark and almost horizontal.
CL3: Cumulonimbus calvus (Cb) without an anvil (precipitable cloud).
CL4: Stratocumulus cumologenitus (Sc) formed by spreading of cumulus
clouds.
CL5: Stratocumulus (Sc) not formed by spreading of cumulus clouds.
CL6: Stratus nebulosus or fractus (St). Uniform fog clouds.
CL7: Stratus fractus or cumulus fractus (St). Fog clouds with precipitation
(mix of fog clouds and cumulus clouds).
CL8: Cumulus and stratocumulus (Cu) with cloud base at different levels.
CL9: Cumulonimbus capilatus(Cb) with the top formed as an anvil.
Thunder cloud.
X: When the sky can not be observed.
Medium-high cloud types:
CM1: Altostratus translusidus (As). Thin altostratus.
CM2: Altostratus opacus or nimbostratus (Ns) Thick altostratus with
precipitation.
CM3: Altocumulus translucidus (Ac).
CM4: Altocumulus translucidus or lenticularis (Ac), often appear in several
layers in lenticular form.
CM5: Altocumulus translucidus or opacus (Ac), formed by updraft of an
incoming front.
CM6: Altocumulus cumulogenitus or cumulonimbogenitus (Ac) clouds
formed by the spreading of cumulus cloud tops.
CM7: Altocumulus translucidus or opacus and altostratus or nimbostratus
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(Ac) in two or more levels, at times dense layers.
CM8: Altocumulus castellanus or floccus (Ac). Small dots.
CM9: Altocumulus (Ac) in a chaotic sky.
High cloud types:
CH1: Cirrus fibratus and uncinus (Ci). Thin layer.
CH2: Cirrus spissatus, castellanus or floccus (Ci). Dense layer of cirrus.
CH3: Cirrus spissatus cumulonimbogenitus (Ci). Dense layer of cirrus at
the top of a Cb-anvil.
CH4: Cirrus uncinus or fibratus (Ci) formed by an updraft.
CH5: Cirrostratus (Cs) from an updraft that has not yet reached 45deg
above the horizon.
CH6: Cirrostratus (Cs) from an updraft that has reached more than 45 deg
above the horizon.
CH7: Cirrostratus (Cs) fully covering the sky.
CH8: Cirrostratus (Cs) that only partially covers the sky.
CH9: Cirrocumulus (Cc).



Appendix C

Decadal trends in UVA, UVB
and ERY
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Table C.1: Trends in UVA in % per decade for the period 1957-2005 from north to south

Station Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Tromsø 0.6 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.5 0.9 -0.4 -0.7 -0.5 -0.4 -0.2 -

Sihccajavri -1.7 -2.8 -4.0 -3.6 -3.5 -3.0 -2.9 -2.5 -2.3 -2.2 -1.9 -

Bodø -1.0 -1.0 -0.3 1.2 -0.3 0.7 1.2 -0.5 0.9 1.8 -0.2 -0.0

Ørland -1.4 -0.3 -0.9 0.8 0.3 -0.2 0.8 -0.4 1.6 2.4 -0.1 -0.6

Værnes -0.5 -0.3 -0.7 1.3 0.6 -0.2 1.8 0.1 2.0 3.1 0.4 0.3

Tafjord -0.5 -0.9 -2.7 -0.7 -0.9 -1.6 0.3 -1.0 -0.2 0.4 -0.1 0.7

Rena - Haugedal* -0.9 -0.5 -1.1 -2.5 -0.8 -2.8 -0.4 -1.4 -2.3 -0.9 -1.5 -0.6

Takle -0.5 -0.4 -2.0 -0.1 0.5 -0.0 -0.0 0.5 1.2 0.7 0.8 0.9

Bergen - Florida -2.3 -1.2 -2.7 -0.9 0.2 -0.7 0.4 0.1 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -1.4

Gardermoen 0.2 0.5 -0.9 -1.3 0.6 -2.2 -0.1 0.2 -0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1

Oslo* -4.0 -0.2 -5.0 1.1 0.6 0.1 1.7 2.0 -1.3 0.8 7.0 3.7

Lyngdal-Nummedalen 1.8 1.4 -0.1 0.0 2.5 -0.8 2.0 1.4 1.3 0.7 1.0 0.9

Rygge 0.4 0.7 -0.8 -1.2 0.5 -2.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 -0.2 -0.4 0.1

Tveitsund 0.1 0.8 -1.4 -1.7 0.9 -2.6 0.2 -0.2 -1.5 -0.3 0.6 -0.3

Færder Fyr* 3.5 4.1 -0.6 -1.0 1.6 -1.4 1.1 1.6 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.5

Sola 0.5 -0.2 -0.8 0.2 1.7 -0.2 1.0 2.1 0.8 1.9 1.2 1.1

Kjevik 1.4 1.3 0.2 -0.3 1.7 -0.8 1.5 1.2 -0.3 0.4 1.0 0.6

(*)Shorter periods: Rena; 1958-2005, Oslo;1957-1980, Færder Fyr;1957-2003
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Table C.2: Trends in UVB in % per decade for the period 1957-2005 from north to south

Station Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Tromsø 5.8 5.5 8.7 4.3 1.5 1.7 0.5 -0.5 -0.1 -0.8 -0.1 -

Sihccajavri 3.6 3.4 3.7 -0.3 -2.3 -2.5 -2.4 -2.3 -1.9 -2.6 -1.4 -

Bodø 3.0 5.9 8.5 6.2 1.3 1.5 2.1 -0.1 1.6 1.8 0.3 1.0

Ørland 1.9 7.3 6.9 5.1 2.0 0.4 1.7 0.0 2.4 2.2 0.4 -0.3

Værnes 3.0 7.3 7.8 5.8 2.3 0.4 2.8 0.5 2.7 3.1 0.7 0.6

Tafjord 3.7 6.9 4.2 2.8 0.2 -1.3 0.7 -0.7 0.2 0.2 0.6 1.2

Rena - Haugedal* 3.3 5.7 6.7 0.8 0.5 -2.4 0.3 -1.0 -2.0 -1.0 -0.7 0.2

Takle 3.6 7.0 4.2 3.3 1.7 0.5 0.3 0.9 2.1 0.4 0.9 1.3

Bergen - Florida 2.0 6.9 3.9 2.8 1.6 -0.0 1.3 0.6 0.5 -0.4 0.1 -0.7

Gardermoen 4.1 8.0 6.5 1.8 2.0 -1.7 0.6 0.6 -0.0 0.1 0.5 0.3

Oslo* -3.1 8.0 -5.3 -3.5 -0.2 -0.1 1.2 1.3 -4.9 -3.8 -1.5 -4.9

Lyngdal - Nummedalen 5.7 8.9 7.7 3.5 4.2 -0.3 2.8 1.8 1.8 0.5 1.4 0.9

Rygge 4.3 8.2 6.5 2.0 1.9 -1.8 0.5 0.3 0.5 -0.5 0.9 0.4

Tveitsund 4.6 7.7 6.0 1.3 2.4 -2.3 0.8 0.1 -1.2 -0.3 1.4 -0.2

Færder Fyr* 7.3 0.1 6.4 2.2 3.2 -1.0 1.7 1.8 0.9 -0.2 -1.3 -0.9

Sola 4.7 7.3 6.1 3.9 3.2 0.4 1.8 2.7 1.5 1.9 1.6 0.9

Kjevik 6.0 8.5 7.9 3.0 3.1 -0.4 2.2 1.5 -0.0 0.1 1.1 0.1

(*)Shorter periods: Rena; 1958-2005, Oslo;1957-1980, Færder Fyr;1957-2003
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Table C.3: Trends in Erythemal UV in % per decade for the period 1957-2005 from north to south

Station Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Tromsø 2.3 1.3 2.1 2.3 0.8 1.7 0.3 -0.7 -0.3 -0.5 -0.1 -

Sihccajavri 0.1 -0.9 -0.1 -1.9 -2.9 -2.7 -2.7 -2.5 -2.1 -1.7 -1.7 -

Bodø 0.4 1.3 2.4 4.5 0.9 1.4 2.1 -0.1 1.5 1.3 -0.1 0.3

Ørland -0.1 2.0 1.9 3.8 1.7 0.4 1.8 -0.2 2.3 1.6 0.1 -0.6

Værnes 0.9 2.0 2.3 4.5 2.1 0.4 2.9 0.5 2.7 2.2 0.6 0.3

Tafjord 1.2 1.8 0.4 1.7 -0.1 -1.4 0.7 -0.9 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.9

Rena - Haugedal* 0.6 1.5 2.7 -0.3 0.2 -2.6 0.3 -1.1 -2.2 -0.7 -1.2 -0.2

Takle 1.2 2.0 0.8 2.3 1.5 0.5 0.3 0.9 2.1 0.2 1.0 1.1

Bergen - Florida -0.6 1.2 0.5 1.8 1.4 -0.1 1.3 0.7 0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -1.1

Gardermoen 1.7 2.6 2.8 0.9 1.8 -1.8 0.6 0.6 -0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2

Oslo* -3.7 3.0 -5.1 -2.4 -0.1 -0.0 1.3 1.5 -4.8 -1.1 3.2 -0.3

Lyngdal - Nummedalen 3.3 3.3 3.9 2.6 4.2 -0.3 3.0 1.9 1.8 0.5 0.9 1.0

Rygge 2.0 2.7 2.9 1.1 1.7 -2.0 0.5 0.3 0.4 -0.5 0.6 0.3

Tveitsund 1.7 2.7 2.5 0.3 2.2 -2.4 0.9 0.0 -1.5 0 0.7 -0.3

Færder Fyr* 5.0 5.7 3.1 1.4 3.3 -1.0 1.9 1.9 0.9 0.1 -0.1 0.5

Sola 2.1 2.2 2.7 3.0 3.1 0.4 1.9 2.8 1.6 1.8 1.4 1.2

Kjevik 2.9 3.2 4.4 2.1 3.0 -0.5 2.3 1.5 -0.1 0.2 1.1 0.7

(*)Shorter periods: Rena; 1958-2005, Oslo;1957-1980, Færder Fyr;1957-2003



Appendix D

Statistics

When comparing the modeled and measured data the equations below were
used to see how well the data coincided.

MBD =

∑

(Ri − M)

n
(D.1)

MBD = mean bias deviation M=Measured R=Reconstructed n=number of
observations

Mean bias deviation (MBD) implies how large the mean of the deviation
is between the modeled and the measured data.

RMSD =

√

∑

(Ri − M)2

n
(D.2)

The root mean square deviation (RMSD) implies how large the scatter of the
data is around the one-to-one line.
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Appendix E

Cancer incidences
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Figure E.1: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Finnmark. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.2: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Troms. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.3: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Nordland. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.4: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Nord-Trøndelag. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.5: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Sør-Trøndelag. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.6: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Møre og Romsdal. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.7: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Sogn og Fjordane. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.8: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Hordaland. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.9: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Rogaland. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.10: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Vest-Agder. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.11: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Aust-Agder. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.12: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Telemark. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.13: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Vestfold. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.14: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Østfold. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.15: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Akershus. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.16: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Oslo. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.17: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Hedmark. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.18: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Oppland. Linear trend (dotted line).
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Figure E.19: Age-adjusted incidence rates for females (left) and males (right) pr.
100 000 inhabitants in Buskerud. Linear trend (dotted line).
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